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Ti1 PAUL 0. STENS-
LAND.
To Be Arrested As Soon As He
Enters Chicago or can Be Found
—Canada Cashier's Destination.
Chicago, August 7.--PresCn2nt Paul
0. Stensland of the Miiwaukee-
avenue State bank will probably be
arrested as soon as he enters Chicago
or can be found. Bank Examiner
Junes, who closed the bank yester-
day, said today that Mr. Stensland
surely had guilty knowledge of the
looting of the bank.
The 22,000 depositors in the bank
..are gradually losing hope of recover-
ing the $4,aoo.000 they entrusted to
tenslansl's care.
Detectives are now seeking Cashier
Henry W. Hering, alleged embezzler.
Detective Cannon. who has the war-
rant for Hering's arrest, charging
-embezzlement, has ,infoemation to the
effect that the trtisSing cashier was in
Detroil. "I secured information from
reliable sources that Hering left for
Detroit $aturday night," said Cannon
today. "His destination, I under-
stand, is .Canada."
Police inDetroit will be communi•
•cated with and today detectives will
lake up the search for Hering in
cartieSt.
There was a crowd of several hun-
dred working people around the bank
this morning. Notwithstanding that
the doors were closed and there was
mi prospect of recovering funds dur•
log the day, the people persistently
r,smaind Their evident misery was
accentuated by a drizzling rain.
Assietant Chief of Police Schutier
today personaly took charge of the
police guarding the bank. He soon
sent a requisition to Chief Collins for
more policemen. A large number
additional were promptly ordered to
the vicinity.
Feared a Riot
The call for additional police was
caused by the fear that the depositors
and their friends would storm the
bank and cause a riot when rumor'
spread that the contents of some of
the safety deposit vaults had been
tampered with. Persons with money
In the vaults were said to have found
their savings gone. These rumors
Borininated in the butcher shop of
'Otto Fianna, Marshfield Avenue and
Cornelia street, Bnura said his sis-
ter had $200 in the vaults and when
she went to get it the money was
gone. Other stories of alleged tamp-
ering with the corstents of boxes were
passed through the crowd and helped
to excite the bank's patrons.
Later Assistant Chief of Police
Scheulter, with luspeceor Shippy and
Bank Examiner Jones, went to Justice
Severs-on and asked to issue a war-
rant for the arrest of President Stens-
land. The charge in the complaint
asking for the issuance of ttie war-
rant is fraud. Justice Severson was
not inclined to issue the warrant and
the three returned to the bank empty-
handed. It was expected, however.
that a warrant wou'd be issued later
in the day by Justice Severson or
some other Justine. Bank Examiner
Jones reiterated his ataterhent that he
could give no estimate of the amount
of the shortage.
Message Sent Broadcast.
--TWO fOlOwing -Message ht. been
lent broadcast over the country by
tthe police:
"Arest for embezzlement Henry W.
ticring, cashier of the Milwaukee
;Renee State hank. Complainant
Milwaukee Avenne State Bank, Car-
renter street and Milwaukee avenue.
Forty to forty-five years old, six feet
two inches tall. 275. pounds, stoat
build, dark complexion, ehestput hair,
dark brown moustache,' 'light snit.
"He is a good dresser. 'Send all
information to Chief Collins.
"INSPECTOR Sii PPY."
When Peculation. Began.
It was learned today that the pecu-
lations of,the hank's funds began be-
for the year Igor. At the beginning
of that year a shortage of $250,000
ie now said to have existed. It was
also learned that Theo. Stensland
Folds a power of attorney from his
father. The son is said to have been
further authorized by Stenaland,
to dispose of all property simpittditig.
- real estate belonging to him (the
father) in order to make good as far
pr possible the peculations. ',em-
bers of the ' Clearing House coin-
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$33,070 FEE
A PHILADELPHIA PHYSICIAN
SUES TO RECOVER THIS
AMOUNT.
Claims He Has To Receive $300 a
Day and Expenses for Attending
a Philadelphian.
New Yorld, Aug. 7.—Samtpel T:homp.
son Banes, ta Philadelphia physician,
its sitting in the supreme court here
to recover $33,070 from the estate Of
William T. Rainey, a welthy Phila-
dleiribian, who died1 in this city in
Angerst. 19o4. The doctor alleges
that when he was first called in 1898
to attend Rainey an agreement was
entered into by whic-h tbs docoor was
to receive $3oo a day for every day
of actual attendance.
In addition he was to be reimbursed
for all traveling and other expenses.
The nhyeician says the agreement re-
quired hem to abandon his other
patients whenever Rainey happened to
it hint
Sn4..200 uocity-C ....e hen mh ;hrnin
Dr. Banes says he put in too days
in exclusive attending to Mr. Rainey',
ailments; the balance of his bill rep-
resenting expenses, traveling and oth-
erwise.
He declares that he fulfilled all the
nequirernents of his contract. but that
Mr. Rainey failed to pay him as prom-
ised or to make provision for such
payment ti his will. Roy A. Rainey,
who is the executor oftheestate




JUDGE FLEMING GORDON, OF
MADISONVILLE, IS
MENTIONED.
Is Expected to Enter the Democratic
Primary If 011ie James Does Not
Make the Race.
Louisville, Aug 7.—Judge
Gordon, of Madisonville, is the latest
person to. be mentioned as a possible
candidate for the Gubernatorial nomi-
ration on the Democratic ticket.
Judge Gordon is one of the best
known and most popular politicians
of the western part of the state, and
has been en the circuit bench for
three years.
It is learned that Judge Gordon it
seriously contemplating making the
i race for the nomination for gover-
nor, and stated on good authority
that he will certainly enter the lists
providing 011ie James declines to te
ja candidate for the nomination. With
ithe congressman out of the running.
it is said that Judge Gotdon would
be the choice of the people of West-
ern Kentucky. He has been a prac-
ticing attorney at Madisonvile for
many years, and never asked for a
political office until he made the race
for circuit judge, three years ago, and
won by a big majority.
ATHLETICS NOT MENTAL REST
"Bicycle Head" Described by Noted
English Physician.
I York, England. Aug. 6.—A' paperon the value of rest by Theodore
Dyke Acland was read before the
British Association for the Advance-
ment of Science here today.
In the discussion followed Dr.
Bevan Lewis declared that gymnas-
tics were not a cure of mental
fatigue, nor was ' excessive bicycle
riding. There had been a develop-
ment of recent years he said, of "the
bicycle head" among young men, due
to ,excessive riding in their keenness
to establish records.
-----
make expressed their belief today
that both Cashier Hering and Presi-
dent Stensland are now in Canada. A
rumor today that Theo. Stensland
had a'so disappeared grew out of his
failure to keep an appointment with
officials of the police department and
!catch for him was begun.
Judge Brentano of the Superior
curt today appointed John C. Fetzer
receiver of the closed bank. The bill
of complaint filed in court alleges
mismanagement by officials.
DEADLOCKED 'EFFORT TO WIN
BYRD JO HARGISBOAR OF EDUCATION FAIL TO
ELECT AN ENGLISH
TEACHER.
Janitors Elected for the Several Build-
ings—Superintendent Makes An-
nual Report—Resignations.
The board of education met in
monthly session at the Washington
building on West Broadway last eve-
ning, and the deadlock of the past
two months over the election of a
teacher of English at the high school
still continuos, the ea members for
Miss Emma Mlo r gam .'-ll loyal to
her.
All the members were present and
after reading the minutes the regular
busitlICSN was entered into.
The finance committee reported a
ballanice of $3.6t1.57, in the treasury:
nit of which The regular salaries
and bills were allowed with the ex-
ception of the bill of Ay. John J.
Bkidh for repairing the clocks, that
bill being referred to the committee
for investigation.
Janitors for the encoring year were
elected the only change being 0. P.
Powell at the McKinley building who
defeated Janitor Jonen by a vote of
7 to 5. The salary being placed at
$ao per month.
Silas Kie.ei was
The Wiashington building and the
salary raised from $7,5 to $90 per
month, and out of which two assist-
ants are to he pakft
All the other janitors receive $35
per month and are Missouri Stone, at
Franklin school; David Albritton, at
I.ee exihool; -Henry Moorf, at Long-
fellow adhool; Mary Cooney, at Gar-
field, school and Wm. 'Morrie at Lin-
coln school.
Superintendent Lieb presented his
annual report of the condition of the
sd'rools and rec worms meat ions ; he
recommended better salanit-s for the
teaclwes, better equipnwmt in the way
of apparatus and library; the need of
better sanitation at several of the
buildings, the high school in particu-
lar; also to vote bondb for a building
in the north end of the city; a manual
school is saigseeSted alwo a icindergnet-
es ()thee r e co mute tidat one deal
with the school work.
Superintendent Lien) in urging bet-
eve salaries mentions six resignations
being in because of melee lucrative
positions elsewhere and expects sev-
eral more resignations before echoed
opens next month.
Complaint was made of certain lath
breaking wirwIlows at the Franklin
building &vise r i ntedent Heyer of
buildings was instriscired to call on the
parents of the boys to platy for the
damage, and unless paid, to have the
boys arrested and tailors before the
juvenile court for purvisilmietst.
The resignation of Mies Cummings
which was handed in early in June
was formally aorepteds the young lady
nein ne so popular end 'highly esteemed
in this eitY having accepted a place
to beach in NO‘sik!rippi.
The resignations of Profs. Wood-
bury and Everett were also accepted,
and also the resignation of Prof. Ben-
ton, the colored principal.
A leave of absence was granted
superintendent Lieb and flayer, who
will spend a week fishing.
Asked conveying the old school
property in hfrolvarrimbisrg to !She Me-
chaniceburg Chrietian church was exe-
citted: tthe consideration being $1,-
000
The comimittee on sanitation was
In struct'ed to have the weeds on all
school grounds cut.
The printing committee awarded
the contract or printing 250 annual
reports to the Kentecky printing com-
pany; its bid being 65 cerite a page.
That company wae also awarded the
printing of 2,500 paniplets of rules
and regulations for $5.75.
Trustee Beckenbach then brought
up the election of an English teacher
as being deferred business, and a live-
ly tilt ensues] between him and Prei-
dent Williamson over the parliament-
ary rules. The chair %westing that
it was necessary to have a reconsider-
ation of a vote taken at a former
meeting. while Beckenbach con-
tended' that the matter was, properly
"deferred" biriness and could come
up on its merits. The chair refused
to make a formal ruling and the board
adjourned without taking up the mat-
ter. As ens queseirm acts as a bar
to the election of the colored teacihers
'both matters go over to,.a future meet-
ing.
reelected janitor of
—Last night the carpenters onion
indorsed the resolutions passed by
Central Labor Union last Thursday
night.
_
IF HE WILL' DROP PROSECU-
TION OF BREATHITT MEN
HE CAN GO TO COUGRESS.
Deciares He Wants Nothing at
the Hands of the Tainted
Crowd.
Beattyville, Ky., Aug. 7.—"With-
draw from the prosenutions of the
Hargises and Callahan. stump the
district for Hopkins, and he can have
the next democratic nomination for
congress two years from now," was
the nature of the proposition made
to Attorney A. Floyd Byrd today by
judge J. J. C. Bach, claiming ....to
represent Alex Ilargis.
In answer to this proposition At-
torney Byrd said he was in the prose-
cution of the men charged with the
assassinations of James B. Mlarcutn,
James Cockrill and Dr. B. D. Cox
through a sense of duty, and that his
character and honor was not for sale
at any price.
Not That Way.
Judge Bach was given to under-
stand by Attorney Byrd that he did
not lwant ,the Congressional nomina-
tion or any other nomination if he
had to get it thrtitigh Jim Hrgis and
Ed Callahan:-
He said he did not want any office
that smacked of Hargisism, or was in
any way secured through the efforts
cf the Breathitt nounty feudists.
The proposition alleged to have
been made by the Hargises to Byrd
through one of their legal represen-
tatives created a sensation among
the people of Lee county, all of
whdm are for Byrd, and declare that
he is the strongest man in the Tenth
congressional district today.
Needs No Melt.
Lee county was solid for Byrd in
the recent convention at Pikeville,
and both democrats and republicans
here say it will be an easy matter
for him to control the affairs if he
so chooses in the future.
When asked about the proposition
tonight. Attorney Byrd simply
laughed at the absurdity of it.
He said it was true that such a
proposition had been made to him,
and that he declined to secrifice hi;
honor to shier! Hargis and Callahan.
He said he was in the prosecutions to I
a finish, let that finish be what it
may.
THE EIGHTH
TODAY IS THE BIG Pm, FOR
THE DARKIES FROM
EVERYWHERE.
Excursions From Louisville, Mem-
phis and Illinois Towns Doe
This Morning,
Today i Ernancipatio and
the nolored people o er the trntry
are all taking a day off to celebrate.
Paducah is the Headquarters for the
colored people. Excursions from
Louisville hlemphis and every other
direction will be run into the efty.
The I. C. railroad has been busy
carrying away extra coaches for the
different paces to bring the visit•r;
in. It will also run an excursion
here from over in Illinois which it
is expected will bring two thousand
visitors to town. It is estimate at
about 10,000 colored people will
spend the day in Padtuah having a
bit, time at the Parks both day and
night. There will be two games of
base hall between two crack negro
teams. The first game will be payed
in the morning at 10:30 o'clock and
one in the afternoon at 3:ao o'nlock.
They will also have a big dance at
right at Rowlandtown, it is expected
to be a big affair as it will end the
day of pleasure. Extra police have
been appointed* for today, but it is
expected that things will go along
nicely as they did last year. Last
year on the eight of August the
colored people came to town and en-
joyed themselves without any dis-
turbeace whatever, but of course it
was not known what was going to
happe.n. There will be eecursions
rue from points on the Ohio river
b ythe different streamers.
VOL 23, NO. 83
TYPOGRAPHICAL UNION OF RONAN
A
DENOUNCES THOSE  RESOLUTIONS.
7.- -
::o:D7,7:::.',IALV°411Mt TO
CONSIDER THE REMARKABLE RESOLUTIONS RAILROAD-
ED THROUGFI THE CENTRAL LABOR UNION LAO THURS-
DAY NIGHT.
CLAIMS THAT RESOLUTIONS ARE
ANTAGONISTIC TO UNION PRINCIPLES
At a meeting of the International
Typographical Union No. z34 yester-
day afternoon the resolutions adopted
at the Central Labor union last
Thursday night were denounced as
antagonistic to the principles, of the
Typographical Union and it was or-
dered Ohm the secretary so notify the
Central Labor Union, and also to
furniah a copy of the resolutions to
the press for ptiblication; the action
taken was as follows:
"At a special meeting held Tuesday
August 7, to consider, and act on the
resolutions as published in the local
papers of the date of August, 3.
'It is the sense of this union, that it,
International Typographical Union,
No. 134, denounce these resolutions as
published in the papers, because they
contain matters relating to religion
end politics, which are antagonistic
to the principles of the I. T. U., and
it has instructed that the Central La-
bor Union be notified throught its
secretary under seal of Local Union,
No. v34 I. T. U., and that a copy of
these resolutions be given to the
newspapers of the city for publica-
tion."
Every printer in the city is a mem-
ber of the Typographical union, and
they were all present with but one
or two exceptions, about twenty-five
-attending the meeting.
Printers as a rule are among the
beat posted men in the country, and
quick to see through attempts of poli-
ticians and corporations to use organ-
ized labor to further their person-
al ends, hence they do not hesitate
to defend their organization from
that crowd.
When the rensarkeible resolutions
railroadd through the Central Labor
Union were published, the printers of
the oity individually condemned the
action, and it cuhnninated in II spe-
cial meeting yesterday afternoon.
It is claimed. by the. printers that
in matters like the resolutions that
were adopted by the Central Labor
Union, the matter must first be re-
ferred to the individual unions. so that
each 'individual ms-snber may have the
opportunity to vote on the subject.
In this instance that right was denied
them; the resolutions were sprung on
the eighteen delegates of the forty-
odd of the cenittal body and passed
over the protest of several of the dele-
gates who asked the matter to be
referred to the unions.
reliably reported that one of
the delegates, from the Typographical
union to the central body has claimed
to outside parties that he wrote and
presented the resolutions to the cen
tral body.
The members claimed that the other
resolutions had been given full pub-
licity and attempted to coinit the=
to something which they cannot, and
do not subscribe, and which was an
injustice to them, and for that reason
the Typographical union wanted the
public to know how its members stood
on the question.
PHOTOGRAPH ON HER BACK
Lightning Plays Strange Freak at a
Picnic in Ohio.
Wellston, 0., Aug. 6.—A strange
fate overtook the members of a
picnic party that went from the
neighborhood of Coatton to a grove
near Springfield Switch to spend the
day. When the merrymaking was at
its height a terrific storm broke and
seemed to center over the grove.
There were about acio prsons on the
grounds, most of them women and
children.
In a moment there was a panic and
the frightened people ran for shelter
te a clump of giant trees. They ap-
peared to forget the danger of stand-
ing under trees during a storm, for
the bulk of them crowded under the
meager shelter.
Suddenly a vivid blaze of lightning
flashed from the clouds and
descended straight into the group of
trees under which most of the 300
peop:e were cowering.
The thunder crash that followed
was drowned in the screams of
women and children as the huddled
mass of humanity parted, disclosing
nearly thirty of their number writh-
ing on the ground. Nine were found
to be unconscious from the shock and
two were so badly injured that ,they
can not recover. These two are
Susie Warner, aged 13 years, and
Felix Woody, a young man. The
shoes were burned from the feet of
both, but their flesh win not even
scarred. It is believed the bolt ran
down their spines, producing injuries
which reacted on the brain.
Besides these, seven others were
rendered unconscious and remained
so several hours. Those so affected
were Mrs. Woody, Marvin Souders
and wife. Oliver West and son and
F.tigar Tilley and one whose name
was not ascertained. The strangest
feature of the affair was the fact that
while Mrs. Souders clothing was not
burned or displaced the ontline of a
branch of a tree was photoghaphed
on her back by the electric fluid.




Howard S. Barker of Frankfort,
Placed Under Arrest.
Joiliet, III.. Aug. 7.—Howard S.
Barker, former president of the Ex-
change bank of Frankfort, Ill., which
faied about two months ago, was
arrested today charged with the em-
bezzlement of $5,3y6 %'ilelibol funds.
William Steinwagon, another trustee,
signed the complaint. The hearing
was released on $6,000 bonds. Bar-
ker was former county superVisor.
He is said to have lost 'his mono*
in speculation bankrtnntai consider.
able comment was created by Bar-
ker's statement that he had been
hypnotized into 'making poor invest-
ments by a Chicago attorney.
Kansas City Raises /tee and Limits
the Number of Dram Shops.
Kansas City, Mo.. Aug. 7.—The
ordinance raising saloon licenses
from $250 to Uri° and limiting the
, timber of sa'nons was passed by
'the lower house of the city council
tonight and will become effective
When signed by the mayor. The or-
dinance provide.; that no new licenses
are to be granted until the city at-
'talus a population of 400,000 people,
PHONE FRANCHISE
CHANGES HANDit
Horrodsburg Peranit:aostgist by Lo..
cal Company. Which Will Im-
prove System.
'Horrodsburg, t Jidtk, Aug. 7—The-
t elpfeene frame/flee for orr odhibur g
wee sold today for a period of tell
row, The East Tennotse rAmpany-
refused to bid, climbing taht the- mho
were too low. This ccnitriany hes over
50 iStiones in the town'and county.
'Me franchise was bought by F. P'.
James, cashier of the Mercer-Nlationat
'bank. representeing local ,appitalists,
and in a few minutes Seoleogavorett of
Fitoctt was taken. tip.
Steps will at one.- be taken to con-
struct a new up-to-datreo eryetem t
connect with the Home Telephone
COMpanry.
ORDER HUGE OCEAN LINER.
Ship Larger Than Lusitania Wanted
by Hamburg-American Line.
Belfast, Ireland, Aug. 7_—Tt. was
reported today that the Hamburg-
American line had given an order to
Harlan & Wolff to construct a
steamer larger than the Cuard liner
Lusitania.
The Lusitania is 790 feet long, has
RS feet beam, her molded depth Is
60 feet 6 inches, her draft is 33 feet
and she is of t0000 tone displace-
ment.
Medals for Heroism
Wh4hCalttorr, Alen 7.-.--The' secretary
of the treasury' has awarded life-say-
ing medalist to Emile M. Wagner and
Harry 'H. Kitttel. coxswains on the
battleships Alabama and Kearsage re.
ppectively. Roth men resoled ship.








' Dorothy Dix Draws a Lesson From




New York. tiAtig. 7.—When Mrs.
William E. Corey was granted a di-
vorce the other day from her husband
the bead of the great .steel trust. she
burst into sobs, and was led avra);
weeping bitterly to 'enter the finest
own an, le unveil
dons that she (Nd not want was. given
her she went away, With -her money
that could not 'buy the one thing oa
earth for 'which she :yearned.
No Sadder Story.
No story in the wholi . annals of the
divorce is sadder than this. and Mr.
Corey was no more brutal than many
other men who tire of the wives they
married in their obscure youth and
are ashamed of %hen they have risen
'to 'success.
If you are going to break a heart,
the kindest and most merciful thing
is to do it with one clean, swift blow.
In a way, the Gorey affair reveals
one of the commonest tragedies of
our nutOnal life, for the pathetic fig-
ure of the outgrown wife is the shad-
ow cast by the radiator self-made man.
Look Where you will, you see these
unevealy mated middle-aged couples.
Lawyers, doctors, aoliticians, preach-
ers, bankers, merchants, all the men
111
cities and in every country village
Neill furnish with ,a 'hundred illitstra-
tions.
to her home in the finest residence in
the c'3ty.
Sh was free. She had $3.000,000.
She could have
splendid jewels and gorgeous equip-
ages, all the things that make life soft
and beautiful. The whole wide world
was 'before her wherein to choose her
pleasure.
It was almost like a fairy tale come
true, for, not many years ago, she was
- oily a poor working Fairl, who mar-
ried a day laborer. All during the
early yeara of her married life she
knew what it was to cook, and scrub,
and sew, and darn, and patch, lie
awake nigh. planning how to make
the $to a week her husband earned
go farthest and provide something
janciall and tasty for the dinner bucket
that he carried to and from his daily
work.
Paris gowns and
Fairy Tale Comes True.
It was a great transformation lei
come about in so short a time, yet
as she left the courtroom this poor
rich woman, whose diairnianda were
not as bright as the tears upon her
cheeks, and whose heart was breaking
under its silk and lace finery. might
have been pictured as the genius of
one of the immemorial tragedies of
her sex—the tragedy of the outdrawn
and discarded, wife, the woman who
has made the work of her handis and
the ambitions of her soul a ladder
on which her husband rises, only to
have him cast down in the end the
'thing by which he had climbed.
If in her desolation it can be any
comfiv to Ms's. Corey to know that
tens of thovsands of her sisters weep
with her she may rest consoled to-
night.
Hers a Common Story.
.Her story is such a common story.
In varying degrees we all have seen
it happen over and over again. And
it strikes so -at the very root or all
that is best in a woman's nature—the
love, the fealty. the nobility that make
her willing to constitute herself a
stepping-stone for the man she loves.
• That is the great pity of it.
Mr. Corey is not the only man who
felt that the wife of his poverty was
not good enough for the wife of his
prosperity.
He has had a little more the cour-
age of his brutality than many others,
but that is all.
Corey Hard as Armor.
It takes courage to tell the woman
who .as washed your ahirts and .at
up nights nursing you and burned
her complexion out standing over hot
kitchen stoves in sumimbr cooking for
you when you are poor; that she is
not young enough .and pretty enough
and fashionable looking for you, now
that you have gained wealth and
cial posit ion.
Mien with nerves never have the
courage to say such a thing out in
bold words.
They let the woman find it out
torturingly. through long
years of neglect, of snubs, of fierce
and futile jealousy, of pretty, smart.
gay womeni, who have the charms sha
lacks, the charms nhe never had 3
chance to acquire.
Me. Corey has no nerves. He is as
hard as his own armorplate. and he
Is str;rtl,• 'red
to rid himself of the wife he was
tired of and outgrown he went•about
it in the most direct manner possible.
Lille Man to Be Hanged.
He took her ,to dinner lit a smart
restaurant—it most have seemed to
the poor wife, if she 'has any imagi-
nation, like the accounts that the pa-
pers always give of the luxurious
breakfasts served to a prisoner just
before he is led out to he hanged—
and when they had reached the des-
sert he told her perfectly calmly and
frankly, that it was the Ia'st meal that
they would ever eat together, that he
was tired and wanted to he free of
her, and that he would settle as much
money on her as she diesired if she
would divorce him.
The wife gasped out that he
cenildn't—could'nt —couldn't want la
do such a thing, and then, as in a mo.
*went of a whole hie flashes before
a drowning man's eyes, she saw in
inwift retrospect the bumble deal table
with it, white oilcloth' covering, the
common knives and forks and thick
china. the Coffee pot, the plate of
biscuit and' fried meat of the laborer's
home and she was sitting on one sde
of this table and he on the other with
a curly-beaded boy 'between them, and
111-y wet-4- planning together for thc
future when he wotild rise in the
world because he was so clever and
she would help him and,—in the end
she was forced to a,,k for the divorce
that ws granted. and when the free-'
The Man and the Woman.
The man who looks ten years
younger than his wife—he has the
stamp of the great world upon him.
She is dowdy, mentally and physical-
ly. He is self-assured; she humble
and shrinking. He is suave, diplo-
matic, 'brilliant; ere is tactless and
dull in conversation, Utterly and hope-
lesssly lacking in social graces. She
does not fit into the place he has made
for her in the world. She never will
fit into it. She belongs to his pastt
not his future.
Yet, but for What she is, he would
not be what he is. Nobody knows of
the days when she worked harder
than any slave to help him earn the
money to start a country store on.
Nobody knows how she took in
boarders to support herself and the
children while the talented young sur-
geon went off to Europe to acquire
the skill that has made him famous.
Nobody knows how she scrimped and
pinched and wore her old clothes that
the rising young politician might have
money to dire s with the best when
be went to the legislature.
Pleased by His Success.
She was glad' to do it.
There is no women in the world so
'happy aa the woman who is helping
a man to success. She mews to take
pay for all her sacrifices, all her pri-
vations when he has won his goal,
and there is pothing more pitiful than
the fact that her harvest is nearly al-
ways tears .and disappointment.
For while the mon is going forward
she is standing st;11 or going back-
ward. 'Her very virtues are her un-
doing. The toil that helps him hard-
ena her hand. The night vigils she
keeps dim her eyes.
The poverty she endures stoops her
shoulder,, and takes the elasticity out
of her spirits. it is riches and ease
atrd) self-indulgence that keeps a wom-
an young and beautiful, and men with
wives who demand the soft things of
existence do not rise. It is the wom-
en who (obliterate themselves for their
hirsbands who make successes.
KAISER TO VISIT
THE KRUPP GIRLS.
Emperor Gathering Costly Gifts for
Daughters :7' *‘- oreonon King."
Berlin. An., a —"We need cannon
a. much aa dinlomats."
Siich was the Kaiser's cynical rom
ment on the approaching marriage of
Mika Knipp to Dr.- von Bohlen-Hal-
bach. recently secretary of the Prus-
sian legation at the vatican.
The kaiser will visit the Krupp
family, which now includes two hap-
py fiancees—the Misses Berths and
Barbara—at the villa Hugel, near E -
s en, next Thursday. Frederick Krupp
was his majesty's intimate friend',
The kaiser is gathering beautiful
bridal gifts for Miss Bertha Krupp.
Some are specimens of the old Ger-
man goldsmiths' world, others choice
porcelains from the royal potteries at
Charlottenlaurg.
Frederick Knipp's will orders that
his elder daughter's bash-and shall he
managing director of the huge iron
works. and Dr. von Bohlen,-Tfalbach
is studying his future duties.
"I am very sorry to lose Von Boh-
len from the diplomatic service." said
the baiter. "but be will snake an etc-
cellent 'cannon king.'"
The great Krupp enterprises are
still growing. The balance sheet just
iiiibriiNCir-s-ficTair -ii- that on 'illy I all
eh' branches of the mighty tinder-
taking employed 5.065 superintend-
ents and 62.5;3 workmen, an increase
of 7.000 worklmen in a twelvemonth.
Two hundred. and eighty thousand
men, women and children are depend-
ent for their daily bread upon the
Krupp. Best of all, the average
wage scale has risen to about $140
for a working day of nine hours.
SHOWS NO FAVOR TO THAW
Jerome Will Make Pittaburger Take
His Turn in Date of Trial.
New York. Aug. 7.—District Attor-
ney Jernme announced today that ha
would personally conduct the pro,e-
cetinn to Harry K. Thaw, who is
awaiting trial on a charge of having
murdered Stanford White. When
asked tit, date of ,the trial Mr.
Jerome said: "The cRse will be
cOled Mem it is ready and not a
day coonea Harry Thaw mast 'take
1,is al.:mons with the other nrisoners
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Several Other Cases for Breach of
Ordinances Considered and
01:ler. Business Dispatched.
In the police court yesterday morn-
ing Judge Puryear assessed a fine of
$i5 against the Illinois Central rail-
road company for a breaelh of ordi-
nance in blackading Broadway some
day: ago for more than five m,:rintes.
The case against Mat Miller,
cherg_ with disorderly conduct  .in
closing a ditch was left open until
todlay.
A fine of $25 was slapped against
Dock Jackson for slapping a woman.
Carrie Carter, breach of ordinace,
dismissed.
Arthur Breedlow and Sherman
Gutherie, dosordrirly conduct, left
open for witnessea.
Noah, Stewart, peace warrant, left
open for witnesses. '
Freeman Torian, breach of peace,
left open for witnesak
Frank 'Blanchard, petty larceny.
held over to answer circuit court, bail
fixed af $too.
W. C. Stanford. presenting and
flourishing a pietiol, continued until
Aug. R.
ACTUAL SLAYER OF CUSTER
Not Rain-in-the-Face. Indians Say
But He-Lie=-Black, Another
Brave.
Fargo, N D.. Aug. 7—Another tra-
dition is smashed by the Standing
Rock Indians. who say that Rain-in-
the-Tace was not the slayer of Gert-
eral Custer. hut that He-Lie'-Black
was the man responsible for the death
of the daring cavalry officer.
They further assert that General
Custer forced. He-Lies-Black to kill
him, when the 'Indians wanted to save
Custer. whose bravery they admired.
Custer. fearing a more horrible death
by torture, fought till he fell.
The Standing Rock Indans are here
attending- court as witnesses before
the United States grand jury and re-
pudiate the claims of Rain-in-the -
Face. who, they say, posed as the
slayer 'for the notoriety and money
he received.
After the killing of Custer He
Lies-Black fled to Montana and
mained away from his tr:be for nearly
a score of years. fearing the ven-
geance of the whites if he returned to
his old hunting grounds. Four years
ago. having become decrepit and
weak from dines-Q., he did return to
Standing Rock. %%here he died.
To his !host intimate friends and
relatives he told the details of the
massacre and his participation in the
carnival of bloodshed and butchery
but he never sought to discredit the
claims of Rain-in-the Face. a, he wa,
only 100 glad to have the Indian as-
sume the resporriiblity for the affair
PLOT TO ROB 12 BANKS
BARED IN CLEVELAND, 0.
Police Say Banca Italiana Suspects
Gave Clew to Plan.
Cleveland. 0., Aug. 7.—Evidenice of
a plot to rob a dozen Cleveland
branch banks as the llauca Italiana
was robbed Saturday. has been
drawn, the police say. from suspects.
held by the police in connection
with that attempt, and Burt Donald-
son. accused as the leader of the
gang, may be identified as the day-
light diamond ' thief who robbed
Brunner Brothers' jewe'ry case on
Euclid avenue two weeks ago and
got away.
Detectives say Donaldson's de-
scription tallies with that of the
thief -)n.oi aitnesses.
ion stole nearly $3000 from the
TLnca Italiana. but was captured
Sebastian Liotta. the ten-year-old son
of the proprietor.
NOVEL SUIT IS SETTLED.
Railroad Must Pay Mail Clerk for Un-
heated Car Causing PneterRntts:- -
Worcester. Miasa.. Aug. 7.—An tin-
traual .claim against the Boston and
Albany railnrad was settled in favor
of Daniel A. Sullivan, a railway mail
clerk. Oil the run from Boston to
Albany on Feb. he claimed the mail
car was not properly heated, and that
be caught cold, which later developed
into pneumonia, caitsing him to be
confiner' to h's home for six weeks.
This 'he aity claim, f.if this nature
ever sc'oed • this state. There is
only one ( "- •r on record, settled a
few years a in which Wilson MeD.
Lindsey sued the Philadelphia. Balti-
more and Waehineeton railroad, lie
also caught pneumonia through im-
proper heating for time lost, but the
other terms of the settlement are
withheld.
Roasts the Ice Trust.
New Vorki. Aug. 7.—Judge Rosa-
lasky, its the court of general sessions,
called to the ataacneon of the Augus'
grztut jury today in his instructions
to that body the condition; govern-
in-;r the. sale of ire In this city. The




The artistic structure of soap that
the storekeeper was building only
lacked a few dozen cakes of comple-
don, but that necessitated the open-
ing of a new box, and the architect,
after a lingering look of pride on his
work, went to the back room a:tot
the cold chisel. At that moment Bud
Jones entered the store and, with
sidelong glance and grin at Washing.
ton tiancock, pulled out the key cake
of tile arch and fled, whooping with
delight at the ruin that strewed the
counter and the floor.
"It's too doggone bad, Ruts," said
Hancock, consolingly, to tho store-
keeper. "I don't reckon ho knowed
that you'd been all marnin' thin' It
op. He jest allowed he'd have a little
sport with you. There ain't no real
harm in Bud an' casein' sever done
no good to nobody, nohow."
"If he don't come to,bo hung I miss
my guess," said the storekeeper,
wrathfully.
"You don't know,' said Hancock.
"He might make a good reformer.
He's give you a clanst to make a
right smart better clammy than you
had afore. If he hadn't been askeered
o' you he might have told you how to
build it up again. N. sir-sio, you can't
never tell what a boy is golit' to turn
out nor what his raisin' is goin' to
do for him, „lever hoar of Gosport
Bcubberly 7"
"No, nor I don't want to," replied
the storekeeper as he began to pick
up the scattered soap.
"You don't know until you do hear
about him," said Haaooek, equably.
"You probly think he's &pew brand
eV prunes, but he ain't. He's a prow
o'rous citizen, an' I remember the time
when it was the genial opinion that
he'd never amount to a hill o' beans.
Bud Jones is worth a ten-acre lot full
o' boys like Gos Bcubberly tutor be,
an' Gos owns a right smart o' real
estate in San Francisco an' draws a
tarry that 'ud make your mouth
water. Uster be runnin' around bare-
foot right in this village."
"It's the smart ones what lilts out
of it," remarked the storekeeper.
"Gos wasn't smart," said Hancock.
"He was about as ornery an' trtflin' a
boy as ewer gladdened a fond r_,other's
heart He wasn't enough of WI idjit
to put in the state asylum, bit he
did'ut lack much of it. He was as
homely as a mud fence an' as lazy as
—as Marve Parsons, there. Ills moth-
er jest kep' him oat o' actiool
didn't do a skive livin' thing but feed
him up an' make over Bizi—sspecially
teed him up. He was hog fat. Didn't
do nothin' but eat an' sloop. Nobody
blamed him, either, for Ws' oeubberly
was a little the beet cook that ever
drew the breath o' ilk in Misoonra.
"She was a widder woman an' Gos
port was all the you's one she had.
Scut:thirty left her a good farts an
she sold it an' bought mortgages an'
Lived in town. She took a notion that
Gos was delikit an' wasn't likely to
live long an' ahe hardly It t him out
if her sight.
"Well, as I was urn'. !•Tis' Seat>
berly was a No. I cook. :tie could
make waffles that 'ud je.-• melt In
your mouth, aw' melts r s that it
you wunat tasted 'em you'd never feel
right satisfied with pie ever after, an
she'd take herbs an' flavorin's as'
seascnin's an' do things t chickeas
an' turkeys an' butcher's meat that
you'd never dream could to done to
'em. She made • little rarden out
badk•of the house an' raised all man-
ner of garden truck an' a. ts was all
the time lookin• around In the stores
for sui.e.n go:h1 or studiae up re-
ceipts in the paper for a-thin' new
thai she reckoned might t...mpt Gos-
port' dellicit appetite.
"An' sure enough, his crpctfte did
git to be delikit. His vIt.is had to
be about jest so fur him in eat 'em
at all. He'd pick at this an' dab at
that an' there was too muca Carorin•
in 'tother an' too little ins-Able' else
You ne•ar seen nothin' like it. An'
all the time folks was slytn' whof
would become o' Gosport when hi.
growed up, him never (loin* a Ilck or
gettln• any sense or gutemtlon. They
duly got to thlein' to the wid.fer about
it, aie they did gtt iier sorter el,
so she pinched an' sh.atiped herself
to lay up a little Money fur Goa.
she didn't skimp him noue. b.6
cooked an' put up preserves an
sasses more n ever, an' worked liar
der'n ever in the garden.
"Fin•ly when Goa as about 20 year:
Old she give up an' died.'
"What did the noy do than?"
the storekeeper.
"Looked around for a place to
board," said Hancock. "She'd left bin
chest on to ;10,000, an' he tried V;
buy suthin' to eat with it. But ther4
email t notLin' in town fit, so he tool.
a steamer one day an' went down the
river. We all 'lowed he'd be back in
a year broke an' ready for plain hog
an' hominy, but be wasn't."
"Speculated witli the $10.0007'
queried Parsons.
"No," replied Hancock. "lie speed
It all an' then got a good job. Wen.
cesiaus Stevens came beak from. San
Francisco an' said he seen Gosport
there. He was taster for a big tea
house. They said he had the finest
palate in the whole trade. He's still
maklne money on that palate. Ornery,
fat an' lazy an' Ign•rant as ever, but
he's makin* big money."
"The old lady done well by him,
after all, then," commented the store.
keeper. "He'd probly have been on
the county if she hadn't tdgercated
Ms palate."
"I don't know," said Hancock,


















Money the Only Passport Which Ad
mite One to the Gambling
Frolic.
Saratoga, N. Y., Aug. 7.—Broadway
moved to a town of tall trees, flaming
Bower beds, park-like 'streets, elon-
gated hotels and multitudinous min-
eral springs guaranteed to cure every-
thing but poverty—that is Saratoga
today, with its gambling clubs, res-
taurants, race track, polo, tepnis, din-
eters, &rites, and, in fact, all the del
lights of the imagination as the sport
Kees /them, whether he be just a com-
mon gambler or a young nth of a
icluboyan with more money titan is
'good for him.
Canards to the contrary notwith-
standing. Saratoga's lidl is off and it
bas been packed in oil to keep it
from rusting.
iMloanwhile all one needs is the
price Money talks here in the Spa
and the man with the short bank roll
is apt to find his conversation re-
str:cted to a Whisper and of brief du-
ration.
The hotel porch ohiloeopher, as he
lounges luxuriously in his easy chair,
aces pass in review the kaleidoscopic
throng, representing all extremes of
existence—a parade along Broadway
ever changing and never quite ceas-
ing, when in the wee sma' hours up
and down the long line between the
tall pillared. somber fronted hotels the
throng flows in eddies
The villagers, with a native Yankee
sharpness aNclt prompts them to get
money by working at gambling and
other things not in strict accord with
the Puritanical principles of the sur-
rounding country, in order that the
wealthy may be attracted here. hurry
along the streets with a businesslike
air and attire that singles them out
instantly front the visitors.
Women Mix in Crowds.
Diamond bedecked women. molded
with marvelous creations freeh from
Paris. loll languidly in their smartly
-appointed victoria.; or scoot madly
,alentit ehe streets in ehrieking, smelly
motors
Fresh young girls from the country-
side+ with rosy cheeks and ingenuous
wonder at die passing -show, rub el-
bnnv• with faro dealers, touts, look.-
out men, sheet writers, bookmakers.
trainer, and jockeys.
Now and then one sees the porn-
prim progress of sortie captain of in-
dustry resting Irons the heavy labors
of watering storks in Wall street. s
"vacation" for a hit of rest and a
bode of the spring waters tonally cot:t-
aints in giving wine suppers to "the
girlie' in the rose-lighted. fountain-
surrounded pagoda in the Grand
Union's inner court, or in the more
reeltided cory little parlors at Riley's
on the lake. and. "following in the
footstepps of the dear old dad" somes
his young hopeful, with parodied Pic-
cadilly clothes and an almost English
accent. bah Jove, who thinks it smart
to shove several "tho" around the
green-clothed, color-spotted tables at
Ca nfi el We
A sad-eyed man, with an expression
that suggests that he became tired
years ago and never recovered, spins
the elusive, ever-fascinating little hall
around the revolving Wheel; or else
-slips off the card from the little silver
-box with effortleee dexterity of long
practice
There is the well-fed man about
town, who stomach is his soul and
who has foutot a moment of enjoy-
ment in the perpetual relentless pur-
suit_ _of_ the anattaisiable—ipleaware.
Him you will find ensconced in a cir-
enlar alcove of the famous Canfield
dining hall. beneath the soft efful-
gence of mother of pearl opalescent
ceiling, where the senses are warmed
into a pleasing unreal. glow, e lac
witchery of the hidden lights is a
mirage elixir that brings youth to the
most fated woman, provided she has
properly consulted her makeup box.
Here one looks out upon a flaming
garden of flowers, restful banks of
green hedges and shady trees and in
the midst a pool wherein swim the
toothsome trout one may have fresh
caught and prepared as if they were
magic. To the epicure, Canfield's
holds a lure of gastronomic delight
that will safely keep him away from
the playrooms.
AB Are Ract.7.11aS.
But all types and people here are
leavened by "one thivg—.the raring.
The opening Monday is the only topic
orcOnversation, and the man who
even looks pleasant is apt to have
some stranger step up and ask:
"Do you suppose Mad'deri has been
saving Tangle for a killing in the
handicap?" or "do you think the Sari. 
fordsscradthed Mohawk because they
thought they 'woold win with Bavaria,
or ,becautie they were afraid of The,
Picket or Bedouin?" 'And so it goes.1
Everywhere one turns it is racing.
Even the lookouts keeping cases 
at URIAH
the faro tables study the dope with
one eye, and the haughty waiters, Who
refuse to budge for silver change, will
fall over one another to
man who intimates be has a
thing "straight from the stable" in
such and such a race.
Every available shelter around Sar-
aatoga houses a horse ortkorses, and
it would not surprise me any day to
see them building stables upon the
back verandas of the United States.
Never was there seen such e racing
season at Saratoga under the new
regime. Twenty-eight horses are en-
tered for the opening race alone and
the schedule is a brilliant one.
STUDENT BECOMES-e-A-e,1484.9e-e---
Tramps From New York to Frisco
During His Vacation.
Milwaukee, Wis., Aug. 7.—With
face bronzed by exposure in the open
air and hands, roughened by 'hard
work in the fi e Leis Oscar F. A schen a n ,
a junior at Union College., New York,
is on his way back east after being- a
tramp for two trionths.
"Yes." said Mr. Asehman at the
Republican house, "I have been a
hobo for the last two months and .1
mint say I have had enough of it.
It was my first experience of the
kind and it ought to be my last, a.od
yet I'm afraid that newt year the fever
will be on me to try it again. This
is not the. only time I have been 'n
Iliflilwaukee. I passed through here
about June ao on my way wt. For
isbvious reasons I did not stop at a
hotel or go sightseeing very much. I
mime in at 12 o'clock midnight on a
freight and went out on another
freight twenty minutes afterward.
Easy to Beat Railroads.
"The people generally don't know
anything about that traveling that
goes on note., cefettrafry by men who
don't pay their railroad fare. When
I left I though of course. that I
should be oblig'e'd to take the passen-
ger trains in wore places. But here
I am &Per a trip from Batavia, N. Y.,
to San Francisco and hack again to
Omaha and I never paid a cent for
riding one train.
"At Omaha, where I have relatives,
ripped some bills out of 'nly vest,
bought some clothes and have trav-
eled the rest of the way in style.
"All throogh the west I found
plenty of world lying around for any-
one who wanted it. At Butte a com-
mon laborer is pail $3 0 day. If a
man knows a trade he gets more in
pmportion. I worked a week there
pushing a cement car in a new build-
ing. Then I quit and made a hike
south 'to eseime of the ranches. The
work there is hard. They pay you
well. hut you are on your feet in hay-
ing time from 5 o'clock in the morn-
ing till late at night. I had all I
warred at that game in a few days.
. Finds a Thorough Hobo.
"In Missoula I formed a partnor-
ship with a babe, who tad been hitting
the trail since the year one. He was
a little hit of everything; seemed ta
have ieorkeiti et about every trade tin-
der the son. and he carried a nice.
bright revolver in his hack pocket.
We redn't loaf any on oar trip, you
can bet There wa'n't a freight train
in the scheekile from the time we left
'Soula to the morning - we plunked
down in Seattle. •Mriet of the way
we rode passengers. How? Well, it
wasn't on the cushion', but we got
there just the same.
"If reeve ever noticed a pa4eereger
ear you'll remember the eon of a
broad inverted. trough that runs along
the top. Well, you flatten oult on that
abode 9 o'clock at night when ire
nice and dusky and there you are. At
stations you climb down to the off
wide and hide and When the train
start, trp you get on top again
"At Seattle we separated and by
stowing away in a lumber .boat I
worked my way to Frisco. There wait
another fellow on board--also a stow-
away. His name was Flanders and
he claimed to he a student at the Uni-
versity of Montana. Alf Frisco we
found a number of ships coming and
going, and Flanders was for worling
rinr way to the Philippines or some
other place. I caught his fever for a
while and thought there might be
sionrettring- ineite and tietweereite
freqteented the water front quite a lot.
Gets Seagoing Fever.
"There was a full-rigned. ship lying
in the stream named Mary B. Horns.
She was going from, Frisco to Hong-
Kotig, loaded with American goods..
The captain was looleng for a crew,
but we knew a little too satich to
travel that way. Those sailing ships
—wind, jammers, as they call them—
sometimes take the third of a year
for the China trip when the winds
don't blow right. Besides, the treat-
ment and food is apt to be more or
lees unsatisfactory. No Mary B.
Horne for ours."
DIES IN FIGHT OVER NICKEL
.1=0. •••••••






G. RODFUS DIES AT
HIS HOME NEAR
HAMPTON.
47 Years of Age and a Brother
of the Messrs. Rodfus of
Paducah.
-ts
Uriah G., Rodfus, aged 47 years
died at his home near Hampton
Livingston county, Tuesday morning
at 4 o'clock of pneumonia fever after
being confined to his bed for several
weeks. His death was not unsus-
t3 friends as he has
..en in falling YeaTil for some time.
Rodfus was a good man and. had
many friends in both Livingston and
McCracken county. He was a mem-
ber of the Good Hope Baptist
church for fourteen years and the
church has lost a good and faithful
worker. His funeral took place
luesday afternoon at 5 o'clock at his
tesidence and his remains were laid
to rest in the Good Hope burying
ground. He is survived by a wife
and three brother 'Messrs. Frank
Rodfus, merchant on Fifth and Jack-
son street, Charlie Rodfus of this
pace and Will Rodfus of Livingston
county.
FORCED TO DESTROY DOOR
So the Huge Coffin Could Be Carried
Out of the House.
Anderson, Ind., Aug. 7.-1-lye thou.
sand people of all classes gathered
Anderson cemetery Sunday afternoon
to witness the burial of Joseph Rode-
cap, a farmer, and perhaps the heavi-
est man in Indiana. Eight hundred
Red Mien escorted the funeral pro-
cession. A casket 'wagon bore the
body, for no hearse would admit the
coffin because of its size. It was 3
feet wide, 28 inches deep and 7 feet
long.
There were ten pallbearers, but six-
teen men were required to lower the
coffin .into the grave. At the family
residence aocio people were admitted
during the day to see the body, and
when it was carried from the house
it was necessary-to remove a part of
the door frame and brick wall to give
the casket free passage. Mr. Rode-
cap weighed 460 pounds and the spe-
cial coffin weighed over 200 pounds.
NOTICE.
TO THE CITIZENS OF PADU-
CAH, KENTUCKY:
We have completed arrangemeate
whereby J. E. Williarneow & Co., of
Paducah, Ky., have become the agents
of your city for our celebrated Green
River White Ideacking Sem*.
Anyone ckseriag anything in Cem-
etery work, would do well I. see J.
E. Williamson & Co.. sod g-ve this
material their c °milder soon before
placing their order.
Very reppeseetelv
F. J. SClHOLTZ & SON
Escursioa Rates -.—e Soutnern
Reiter*, from Louisvtile.
St. Paul, Minn.-416.m, August to,
it and 12 Return limit August 31,
with prvilege of extension to Septem-
ber 3oth on payment of sel tents
Denver, Colorado Springs and Pu-
eblo, C0l.-136 oe. Oft sale daily to
September 30th, with cetera limit of
)eteber 311t.
Ashville, N. C.--415.p5. On sale
deify the year round, Aped returning
within six months.
Lew Hbmeeeekers Rates to many
poises in die southeast, weft sad
sowthweet ow jest sad third Tues-
days of each Eolith, Jane to Novem-
ber inclusive.
For atkliticmal information, tickets,
ate., ask ea any agets of the Soul&
sea Railway-or address.
J. P. LOGAN, T. P. A, NI East
Meet street, Lexiagtoe. Ky.
C. H. if UNGERFORD. D. P. A-,
534 Pourtk avenge, lbeitduviNe, Ky.




Impossible to Get Employment, as
Face and Body Were Covered With
Itching Sores — Scratched Till
Flesh Was Raw Spent Hun-.
dreds of Dollars on Doctors and
Hospitals and Grew Worse
CURED BY CUTICURA
IN FIVE WEEKS
"Since the year 1894 I have been
troubled with a very bad ce,-e of
ema whida I M8 spent hundreds
of dollars trying
to cure, and I went
to the hospital,
but they failed to
cure me and it
was getting worse
all the time. Five
weeks ago my wife




Soap, and I am
pleased to say that I am now completely
cured and well.
"It was impoesible for me to get
employment, as my face, head, and
body were covered with it. The
eczema first appeared on the top of
my head, and it had worked an the
way around down the back of my neck
and around to my throat, down my
body and around the hips. It itched
so I would be obliged to scratch it 
andthe flesh was raw.
"I would first wash the affected
parts with warm water and Cuticura
S'oap, and then apply Cuticura Oint-
ment and let it remain on all night, and
in the morning I would use Cuticura
Soap. I am now all well, which all
my friends can testify to, and I will be
pleased to recommend the Cuticura
Remedies to any and all persons who
with a speedy and permanent cure of
skin diseases.' Thomas M. Roseiter,
290 Prospect Street,
Mar. 30,1905. East Orange, N. J.
Complete External sad Internal Treatment ter Every
Sawear, inns Plnapies to Scrofula, from lateoey to age,
sias of Ounteura Soap, 2.4 Oleneret, SOs, ResoTv-
011,80e. term 64 Liweeolare Coated Phla Mc. par •tel
sere), may be had of all druggists A tingle we often emus
Os loom distressing came when all eke tall& Eater Drug
• Chem__ corp Sort Prug.4 B0.1011, Item
dlahld rnise &LIAM"' the Shla, seals, and HMO
Excursion:
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and bes
extortion oet of Padocah.
••••••• 
Salim For the Round Trips toUU Tennessee river & retail
It is a trip of pleasure, corntor
and rest; good service, good tabl
good rooms, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m
For other information apply to Jas
Koger, superintendent; Frank L
Brown, agent_





Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETUMN, eontineus passage $4.00:
Unlimited ticket $5.eo meals and
berth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
ef five or over $1.50 each, without
rr- eels Am with meals.
Geed smirk os all the boats. Fo•
re her particulars see
S. A. POWLBR, Gen. Pass. Agent




MONEY LOANED qi4 ALL_VALUABLES
AT LCIWISEIT
SPISCIAL BARGAINS in Roger's Silverweare, such as /C
alves
'posits, Tea Sets, etc. BARGAIN-S in Grade 
Watolba—Hartailton
and Ball, B. W. Raymond—One half price.
Just received, nice lot of Btacele b, odd sires and 6-
size Watches.. sa
cents on dollars for ten days. 211 BROADWAY.
Don't forget the place. Nest to Lang's drug store.
BLSINESS COLLEGE
No theories Vaught but stetted business from the start. 
Thorough
43 Copies tor 1 cult
TI'—CHEAPEST !METHOD OF THEM ALL
Use qur best brand of Carbon paper and you get over
1O,OQJ clear cut, smearless Carbon Copies for $2.65
YOU CAN MAKE 15 COPIES AT ONE TIME
What more do youiwant? Try a dozen sheets,





MDIJOAH REAL En' ' WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM i. we
11111314THLY PAYMENT :AJTS FOR INVESTMENT. VAERN
KENTUCKY• REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
MEI TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR er.
aloe,- et ie. WM FE P. el OK AL a'....luietts- 111..
4-abb-4.. 4.-A.14-Qi I...A 1
J E. COULSON,
I Steam and Hot Water Heating.





Office; 306 Broadway Phones:Office 385—Residence 1696
0ENTir iS ALL 7 wyniLnicoisj.,1:...0ii
to vri te or oar g
1 
I show,ng the molt complete line cf higrade
RI CYCLESI. TIMIS and NUNDICILS at cos
ISLILOW any other manufacturer or dealer in the world.




ea aks 444 of Ler•11, until you have received out cc/replete Froe Cato-
!imago Illustni,ing and describing every kind of high-gi ade and iceolgradi
aieyetes, old patterns and latest models, sod learn of our remarkable Lola
/PRICES and wonderful new offers made possible by selling from factors
direct to rider with no middlemen's proem
IMP IMP ON APPROVAL *Whoa, es cod &Posit, Ps! the F,bt rid
anew to Day• Pros Trial and niekr other liberal terms which no ()the,
house in the world wilrdo. You will 'earn everything and get much vain
able information by simply writing us a postal.
We need • /Wrap Amami in every town and can offer an opportunits
to matte stoney to sultabre young men who apply at once.




Vat Will 1.11 NAILS TACKS
row a thems,grio 
Off
PoilP fop Only OUT THE Affl
(illA•rt WITH ORDER 04.56)
11) MIME ?ROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
Result 5 years experience in tire
saakisg. No danger frona THORNS. CAC-
'I WS. PINS. .NAILS, TACKS or GLASS.
Merions punctures, like intentional knife cuts, eats
he ittbleisiaed like any other tire.
?we lettedred TU,4%-sand pairs nevo Is Waal use. evet
'Ave. Iwo Titeer.../ pairs sold lasl year.
.80 
sA.8 0
Notioe the thick ribber tread
••A" and puncture serffis "B-
and .11,0." also rim strip .111'
to prevent rim rutting. Tido




NiM -Made in all ekes. It is tivelg and easy riding, very dura
ble sad lined
at quality of rubber, wilich never bemuses porous and which closes up small punctu
res
iillowhig the air to escape. We have huoilreds of letters from sanalled customers s
tating
Oboe Dish fires have only been pumped up once or twice in a whole season. They 
weigh no more than
ima awilleary Sire, the puncture resisting qualities Dein giveu br several 'h
irers of thin, specially
pospatrad hibric on she treed. That "Wilding leek" sensation communal y felt w
hen riding on asphalt
ilph lords is ovensome by the patent "saseet Weave- tread which prevents all air front being
seueried cot between the tire and the road thus overcoming all sottion. The regular price of these
Orri
p se per pair, but for advertisingporposias wears making a special factory price to 
the rider
Is I' per jaw. All orders shipped same day letter is received. We ship C.O.D. on app
roval.
pot pay a met until you have examined and found them strictly as recreseu
ted.
We will allow a cash dhieouvit of 3 percent (thereby making the 
price 04.15 per pair) if you send
PISA CAI WITH ORDER and enclose thie advertisesseut. We will Om nelid one nickel
listed awes hand pump an ".-2o &mown metal puncture closers oa full pa
id enders (these metal
prueeirre CiOalira to he used in case of in tent banal knife cuts or heavy gelties). Tires to be returned
sapeonse if pr any rtaafra they art WM satisfactory on exentimition.
We ave perfectly ve Imre and money sent to tut is as Mate as in • bank. Ask your Postmaster(
lor, Repress or "might Agent or the Railer of this paper sho 
oat us. 11' you order • pair 
flame tiros, you will find that they will ride easier, run faster, wear Wier, last longer and loo
liner the. any tire you have ever used or sees at any puke. We kagw that 
you will be so well piease
Mist when you want • bicycle vou will give us your tinier. We leant you to send 
ne a small t
order at once, hence this remarkaate tire offer.
bunt-up-winced", saddles, pedals, parts and repairs, a
OIPASTER.BRAKCIrp everything in the Merle Hoe sit sold by us at half thionsua




wander bet offers we are making. It only costa • 
„gra 
to 
here everything. wkritenowittNheouwes. a 411BO NOT WAIT 
but
rot; a"paafriVit er'Pm% 
aDts4uNeOT
KAI CYCLE COMPANY, lopt.OJL" 0111011110. ILb
Evangeline, La., Attg 7.—A quarrel 
•
cources in bookkeeping, simietend, touch-typewriting, penmansh
ip,. col-
ever 5 cents led tip to an altercatian respondesico, spelling, constr. e- ,11 law. baalfing, arithmetic, 
granusaas, MC.
late last night which terminpted in
H. C. Geegge, who came here recent-
ly from Penosy•vania, being stabbed
eight times with a carving knife and
fatally wounded by W. H. Crouch of
this place. • i.e.
Call or write for beautiful ro ve catalog.
PADUCAH CENTRAL fUnd
ertakers and Embalmers,
THE iUSINESS COLLEGE 306 BROADWAY I 13.0 
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ROBERT S. WILHELM 
Seeretasy.,
entered at the poesofise o
f Padu-




Three Months  
One Week
Anyone failing to receive 
this paper
regularly should report the
 matter to








as a candidate for the offi
ce of City
Judge of Paducah: subject 
to the ac-
tion of the Diemocratic P
rimary Elec-
tion to be held Thursday, 
September
20.
Wednesday Morning, August 8. 
igo6
"Fair' play" and the Sun.
In order that our reader
s may see
how eagerly the enemies 
of The Reg-
ister grasp at trifles in o
rder to dis-
credit it we reproduce an 
anonymous
communication that appeared 
in She
Sun yesterday afternoon, 
which reads:
"To the Editor of The Su
n:
'Can anyone tell why the 
morning
paper, which poses as a 
paragon of
all the virtues, persistently
 and con-
sistently makes sucfh• sta
tements as it
does today in its record of t
he coun-
cil proceedings, when 
at says the
board ignored the mayor's 
stiggestion
that the question of 
issuing bonids
for the purpose of buildi
og water
works, and installing an eko
ttric lig(ht-
ing plant for commercial 
purposes?
"The lower board 
unanimously
• pasiaed a resolution som
e weeks ago,
putting the matter before th
e people
arra attention v.-as brought 
to that
fact during the meeting last n
ight.
"Mention of it, however., would n
ot
serve The Register's purp
ose. so it




Though it is a trivial matte
r, we
will -answer the question asked 
in the
first paragraph. The city 
editor of
The Aregia-ter is away on his 
annual
vacatkm. and a new reporte
r took the
council proceedings Monday 
night
On his return to the office 
and mak-
ing mention of the council 
ignoring
the mayor's suggestion about 
sub-
mitting to a vote of 'the people
 the
questionta bond for a water a
nd
light plant, 'fie was .informed by
 the
editor who was on eluty in the ab-
sence o( ;lie managing edi
tor who is
sick, that the lower board had passed
on the question in March favori
ng
submitting the question to the people
,
and that' It was not necessary f,r 
the
lower board to .ermaider the qu
estion.
This conversation occured in the pres
ante niza„)dertnan Willer, who said the
mayor's suggsaition was ignored. The
midi-ter aS wrote it of his own voli-
tion and sus tfhe mayor voluntarily
said yesterday that hi, suggestion was
ignored,tleaTe at least existed 
some
gromida for .a aro- man to get that
ides. The either afternoon' paper also
publishad.that the mayor's suggestion
was ignored. Time and agn in the-as
eolumna have we made mention of T
he
fact that the councilmen voted to let
the matter go to the people, but that
three or four aldermen (blocked it in
• at hoard The Register made no
misstatement. As the boar had acted
on lite tter several months ago
 by
doing just what the vaayor now sug-
gests, there was nothing else to do
but ignore the matter. Just what
pin-pose the narrow-minded and hair-
• hitting "Fairplay' would attribute to
The Regiater we do not know or care.
If one wishes to know how roe Reg-
ister stands ire will find it in the ed-
itorial columns.
The Sun is the official newspaper
and is paid by the tax-payers to give
a truthful and correct account of the
proceedinga of the general council.
We have read a copy of the official
communication from Mayor Yeiaer to
the council Monday night; in it he
suggested) placing ghe matter of parlo
bans& ito a vote of the people; also
bonds to buy or erect water works
and and electric plant for commercial
pur,poses. In the Sun's official rcportt
of the proceedings not one word is
said about the mayor suggesting
vote Oft water and lights
The Sun's account of the 
proceed-
ings has this, only, to say:
"Mayor Yeiser also read a rec-
c•mmensiation to place the matter
of a bond issue for city p
arks
before the people, also that a
competent engineer be employed
to await Engineer Washington
."
The mayor's communication i
s an
official dlocumeent and is on file wi
th
the city clerk, yet the official 
news-
paper, drawing a salary for 
publishing
the official proceedings, arrogate
s to
itself the right 'to keep from the 
pub-
lic such portions of a communicatio
n
from the chief executive, as may 
suit
its pleasure. Therefore, it is in o
rder
for `Fairplay' to ask the Sun 
why
it omitted from the official report t
he
mayor's _suggestion about voti
ng
bonds for a water and light p
lant.
The Sun certainly kinew of the may-
or's ingestion along what line for 
it
 publishes 'all'att-play-s' card refeTliag
'to that fact.
Resolutions Denounced.
The declaration of ndepenidence by
the Typographical Union yestarday 
ill
denouncing the resolutions railroaded
through the 'Cents-al Labor Union last
week will meet the indorsement of the
good people of the city. The printers
take The right view of the matter. If
organized labor is to be made the-
vehicle of schemers to denounce min-
isters of the giospel and' to be used
as a cata-pave by scheming politician's,
it will not be long before dessensions
within their ranks will arise and cre-
ate facti.ons who in their zeal to car-
ry their points will overlook the Teal
purpose and intent of their organiza-
tion. Mien in different trades may
agree and do agree upon matters af-
fecting their welfare as members of
that particular trade and also the
principles that underlie their organiz-
ation, but when questions of religion
or poltitics are injected into these or-
gsnizations right there they strike a
snag. Experience has already taught
the Thinking into to avoid those perils
hence in nearly every union it is lail
down. that religions and political ques-
tions wittan the bodies must eschewed,
ail may be the attitude of the
organizations on those ques-
, they are able to take care of
them, but we do not believe that any
organizationt hat desires the respect
alf: od will of the 
public can afford
eunotence a minister who is en-
deavoring to do his duty to the city
in which he labors, by calling at-
tention to the conditions that are no-
tosious and known by every. citizen in
the place.
While the resolutions adopted by
the Central Labor Union attempts to
reverse the working men of Paducah
position, on the question of
ownerehip, it will not
single Man on that- propo-
sittion Over eighty per cent of the
name, on the petition to the general
'council to submit to a verte of the
people the question of issuing bonds
for the city to own a water and light
plant, are the names of workingmen
who are the most ardent advocates of
municipal ownership. The remarka-
ble thing about the whole matter is
the man who claims to have written
the revolutions that were adopted by
the central body is the ideate:II man
who was largely inertritmental in ge:
ring up the petitions and carried them
to the city hall and turned them over
to an attorney who was there to ad-
%mate the cause of those who favor
municipal ownership. A wonderf
ul
change seems to have conic over t
he
late municipal ownership advocate's
dreams. Municipal ownership was al-
right with him in March but not. in
Atigust. At that time he urged the
workingmen to go to the city hall and
demand of the general council th
at
they give the .people the opportu
nity
to haw municipal ownership, but four
; inouslis later lie goes. before the 
cells
teal body and has it to contain
 the
workingmen of Paducah to be f
or
municipal (ownership when it benefi
ts
the massses, or in othea words to
treat from their former positio
p.
Such conduct, if tolerated and indorsed
by the individuai unions will serve
only to cotravince thy public that they
permit schemers to do their thin
king
for therm
The typographical union, it seems,
does not propose to be placed in such
a light before the people and the
resolation adopted yesterday was
brief and to the point. Furthermore
it was a member of the typographical
tanon who claimed in this office to













Since the now celebrated resolutions
undertook to distract attention from
their author and the gang behind him
by warning the unions to beware of
one-hourse politician The Register
RACKET STORE




alai ascertain who the one-horse
politician's are, and we will lend some
assistance in showing them up in
their true lights, and before we are
tkrough with the matter we
will not only convince the work-
ingmen of a few things but the pub-
lic as wet'.
Study the Savage African and Be
Wise.
(Chicago Examiner.)
DT. Senn comes back from' 'a trip
and tells us civilized people if we
would be wise we siliorild sit at the
feet of the savage African.
Dr Senn find no-seisfteer and no
tuberculosis, among the equatorial ne-
groea
The disease that does curse them
snore than any other they get from
the white people.
Dr. Senn holds that cancer is a
disease peculiar to civilization. He
finds none among the Esquimaux nor
among the the Africans. We respect-
fully suggest that he look into the
history of cancer on New Guineeta, or
Papuan Island, above Australia.
Dr. Senn says our women so fool-
iShly 'dress that they bequeath cancer
to their children.
Often in their effort to make their
faces, necks and shoulders beautiful
they consult beauty doctors, and these
doctors in burning away moles and
splotches give the cancer seed op
portunity to become active.
What Dr. Senn says about lacing is
most timely.
The latest freak of fashion is a
sleet that stops under the short ribs. A
woman thinks in order to wear it
gracefully she must make her waist
like that of a wasp.
Oneshalf the women are wearing
thew body-killers, and the other half
will wear them just as soon as they
can purchase them unless the fashion
suddenly changes.
The new-fangled skirt is not pretty;
men do not like them.
No man admires a dress that makes
a woman's waist look like the con-
necting tissues of link sausage.
Dr. Senn is an eminent physician
and a splendid citizen.
'He has done much for the advance-
ment of medicine and much for hu-
manity.
Dr. Senn says to women not to
lace. I-le tells them to be careful about
removing skin blemishes.
Women will do well to heed him
An English doctor, by the way, is
claiming that he has discovered a
cure for cancer. His experimente. are
not yet absolutely conclusive, bdt he
has such faith in the ultimate triqmph
of his remedy that he takes the world
into his confidence. He destroys the
cancer cells or seed with trypsin.
Trypsin is pancreatic juice. This agent
causes the tumor or cancer to dis-
integrate or to die. The paricrene in
the human body are what in some of
the lower animals are called sweet-
breads%
The Richest Man in the World.
(Evansville Courier
A big ocean s.ite-amer tanded at one
of the big piers in New Yo k last
week. There was a swarm of people,
and among the throng was an elder-
ly man. bald and slightly stooped,
showing a face full of cares and wor-
ries. The elderly man was aloneand
not a friend was at the pier to greet
him as he walked away, and he was
soon lost in the crowded city. He
entered a restainane ordered a cheap
*real of which he ate sparingly. He
'had no appetite. As he was waiting
for hi'; luncheon he leaned on his
hands and looked rred. He was
thinking of his millions and planning
how to make more millions. The man
was John D. Rockefeller.
A man walk;d down the streets of
Fermat-We leiaartas ais little can s
years old. Father glanced at son and
iron at father, and there was sunshine
and cheer in each face. The father
walked along and you would have
thought by his demeanor that he
owned the world, lie did, for he was
the father of the boy who bore h's
name, and this boy has the. door of
golden opportunity opened to .him.
He lives in a free land and nothing is
iargnieithie feif Ainericasi youth.
'The man was supremely happy. The
world to him is one continual song,
one everlasting benediction, for he
has all the world ,cali giye, although
he is only' in moderate circumstances
He is rich, not in goid. but in things
greater and grander—in things that
bring real joy and that elevate t
he
!rout.
W-ish of thtse two is the richest
man in the ieo-!d?
Honest Elections.
(Nashville Banner.)
There is no need of any argument
to show that public elections should
he conshicted with absolute fairness
and honesty. Every citizen who is
qualified In exercise the franchise
privilege has a right to vote in ac-
cordance _with his individual convic-
tions of duty, and he has the right to
demand that his vote be honestly r
e-
corded and counted, lie 'and all other
honest c;itizens have the right 
also
to demand that no fraudulent vo
ting
shall he allowed in an election, and
IP • 4
'4
THE FOLLOWING GOODS SHOULD BE OF IN
TEREST TO A
GREAT MANY PEOPLE—ESPECIALLY AT T
HE PRICES QUOTILD,
Men's Fancy Handkerchiefs
ONE HUNDRED DOZEN—TWELVE HUNDRE
D HANDKBR-
CHIEFS—WITH FANCY BORDERS AT 5C
 FOR YOUR CHOICI,
REGULAR PRICIIS WOULD BE 'QC AND--
st•--
Embroideries
SMALL LOT WIDE EMBROIDERIES 
CUT AS FOLLOWS:
35 TO 25C, 25 TO 15C, 15 TO zoC.
ONLY A FEW PIECES IN THE LO
T.
Red Umbrellas
IF YOU CAN STAND A RFD RED UMB
RELLA, YOU CAN
HAVE ONE OF THE USUAL FIVE DOL
LAR SORT FOR $1-48.
Men's Shirts 25c.
AN ODD LOT OF MEN'S COLORED SHI
RTS—SOME SOFT
AND SOME STIFF BOSOMS, RE GULAR
 PRICES WERE soC, i5C%
AND 75C. WE HAVE CUT THE M TO
 25C.
5c Counter 5c
A LOT OF GOODS—ALL SORTS—PLACE
D ON ONE COUNTER
AT 5C A YARD—FORMER PRICES WERE 
18C, IC 12 I-a AND zoC.
MULL &THOMPSON
407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH. KY
to demand that any and all persons
found guilty of fraudulent- election
practices shall be prosecuted and pun-
ished for their offenses against the
law.
An election fraud is one of 
the
most serious and heinous of crimes.
The stealing of a vote is as low aild
as mean a crime as the stealing of
money. The fraudulent manipulation
or counting of hallos-9 by an election
officer is as dishonest in taw and in
morals as; highway robbery or skulk-
ing thievery. No wort of glamour of
excuse under the guise of party ne•
cessity can make an election fraud
less criminal and dishonosable, and
no sort of excuse or laxity of law
should serve to protect any man guil-
ty of cheating his fellows in an des-
tion from the punishment due for
such a crime.
The time has come when all hon-
est people of all parties should ins st
upon scrupulously fair elections and
stand together to compel such elec-
tions. Under the strictest sy-stern and
surveillance there will alisaivs be per-
sons who will take advantage of any
opportunity to perpetuate soma elec-
tion fraud, but the public sentiment
should be so strong and ti'ection 
of'
ficialo so alert and scrupulous as to
make such attempts extra -hazardous.
But the surest way to pre vent elec-
tion frauds is by prompt in' estigation
and prosecution to bring offenders to
justice. It has too bag been a cus-
tom when an election is contested on
(+barges of fraud and *legality to con-
fine the issue to the claims of election
on the part of the candidates, and
when time issue is settled, whether
rightfully or wrongfully, to leave the
matter of law-breaking in the lurch.
When the contest for the office is
settled, The vindication of the taw
against the law-breakers is omitted
and ignored. The matter of mosalin
portance to the public in its demand ,
for honest elections is that offenders
against the law be purriished. Every
election in every, county and district
Of the state "Iota(' be an honestl
y- 1
conducted election, and there shoald
be a general and resolute demand all
over the state that no man who at-




"Has Mk. Hearst bought legisla-
tures and setratorships? Has he e
x-
torted from the people their 
small
earnings by monopolies and a s
ystem
of continual oppression? Has he as-
sisted in wrecking insurance compa-
nies? His most bitter enemies and
mahgners do not bring these charges
against him. Four Of five years ago
he attacked the ice trust of New York
city and reduced the price 25 per cent
Recently, after much litigation, he
brought gas down ia the same way
For this work he received nothing, as
the plaintiff, were generally poor peo-
ple and their entriplaint against the
trust amounted to only a feu dollars
It 15 not strange that the cornmoi
people, with small means, should. be-
lieve him their friend..byhen ruin
came to San Francisco, as the dis-
patches. came into his New York of
(ice he never said a word about his
and his mother's great loos. As he
read the news from the wires his only
comment was: "Poor people! what
will they do?" He immediately or-
dered a carload of provisions, trained
nurses and) surgical supplies from Le
i.
Angeles Dr! that look like a %WV
wicked man intent on the ruin of his
country? The only grave charge
that is, brought against him is that
he publishes 'yellow into-mile' In
these same yellow journals he has
held up rohhers and called theme io
ac.cottat. lie has shown up the
treachery eel some United States hen
ators and scared' others He always
defends the rights of the oppressed
It is no cause for astoniohrvent whew
the common people consider him
their friend and champion. They Tweet
not be surprised if he is. the next gov-
ernor of New York."
Fighting the Machine Designs.
(Detroit Free Press.)
ifferetofore the British battleship
Dreadnaught has been the greatest
fighting machine afloat. She has not
been afloat very long, but it has heist
long enough to show that she will be
theoretically obsolete in another year.
Already Colonel Cunibtrai, chi
ef na-
val constructor of Italy and the ac-
knowledged greatest living desi
gner
of warships, has made -plano for 
a
baittleehip which makes the Dread-
naught look like a tugboat.. The
weight of metal the new ship wi
ll
throw ahead, broadaide or astern is so
per cent greater than the Dread
naught can throw. She will be three
;coots faster and she could keep out-
side the zone of the Dreadnaught's





COLORED CLUBS WILL PL
AY. ON AUGUST THE
GRAND STAND 35 CENTS. B
OX SEATS 6o CENTS. TICKE111 ON
SALE SMITH & NAGLE'S,
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For All Purposesj, tpolanioots.hor„ power. Best, cheap-
est and most economical.












Also to Asheville, Hendersonville
,
Brevard, I.ake Toitaway, Hot Spsangs
and .any other resorts in the "Land
ef the Sky" and beauaiiil "Sloohire"
country of Western North Carolina,
offering a high altitude, bracing
clanate. picturesque mountain scenery
and splendid hotels.
Send too cent 'tamp for "Land of
the Sky" booklet and other has&
comely illustrated literature.
J. F. LOGAN, Tray. Pass. Agent,
Lexington, Ie.
C. H. HUNGERFORD, Dist. Pass.
Agent, Louisville, Ky.
S. B. ALLEN, Asst. Geal. Paw







We handre all' the Sant and daint-
eat articles with the utmost cars
























..pround. Will Be Given
• litaqIiit Negroes Today





No reports from Cairo 
or Danville.
••••••••••••
fi, Wright was very effect:ve 
to the
Jacks and his support was goo
d.
ery old Indiait ellen to the 
chief, are
I./0yd seeraes to be eating 
'ern up
old his way.
If this *rood work keeps u
p, the
Sop of the lackier will be in s
peaking
distance before the league closes.
On account of rain the double 
head-
er was not pulled off. They play 
a
double header Thunalay.
Tibia morning and afternoon ahatc
01-
oven/ -srack team of Lou;svoic 
plays
two games wit h oux local 
colored
boys, ",Early Times."
• Jackaotiarate— ab r bh p
o a e
Copeland, If 3 o i 2 0 
• 0
Bette. se;  4 0 0 2 4 
o
Hackett, sh  4 0 06 
t
Hughes. cf  4 0 o 3 o
Luitshaw. rf  3 0 0 0 0 
o
gage', 3b  3 1 1 
o 2
Livingstion, 2h 3o 0 o i 
t
Belt, c •' 30 s TO 
T I
Akers, p  oo a 20
Totals— 30 0 3 24 9 3
, Pad t•cah — ab r bh po
Taylor. cf  4 1 t o
Quigley. ab  3 o I o
Cooper, as  3 T 2
Weatael ata  2 I 0 3 3
 to600
Lloyd. W 4 A, 4 i 2 0 
0
Amber. rf  4 I 0 1 0 1
I)owningc 3 12 2 0
• Wrieht. p , . 3 0 1 0 1 0
Totals— 30 9 27 9 1
inlainto— 1 .3 4 5 6 7 8 o
—RH'E
i..ackeonville o o o 0
0 0 0 0 0-0 3 3t
achwah o 0 3 o o o 5 x--8 et t
•Psvael  hang—Belt. 2; bases on balk
Akers. 4: off Wright r; struck
out—by Akers. 7; by Wright. t3: left
on bases---Jackerinville. 4; Padocalt.





The Indiana are i mg some hunch-
ing work. They bunt-thee) hits in the
fourth and eighth Innings yesterday
• and had a clean walkov
er the Jackes
Thiso•day's double header is prom-
lord to be a bot one. Dick Rraihic will
do the twirling act for the locals in
the first game and very likely !Nate
the second game A large crowd is
• extaected and a good game will be
paned off.
Pave the Parbocalt hew noticed,
when the Indiana stall down the lad-
der. Ws doe to accidents. not the
part of the players. Lloyd has had
a good hunch all the season. hut it
seems she gets in bad lark after a
• good running streak. •
Why can't we win from Vincennes'.
we have as good men as they have.
or as good as any of elte other K.
I. T. teams. Wetael, Cooper. Quigley
and Haas can't hi beat for the infield.
Asher, Taylor and the big chief
are taking all their chances in.
Tilley have won 7 out of 8 at home,
where are 'they ilhirtg this good in
*he rather cities of alive Kitty? .
4 tuajurity of the games lost on
their last trip was due to the fact
of *ewe ariptc. of Pitchers South and
Tadlock. toth bays were liked by
all. Chef eapeciallyo and he held ahem
tfirinleing tiptiutirmst would mend at
yvery •ince the fact has
shown—him vile) could do no Imre
work: this,ajalitia. he was compelled






Our showing of Summer
Jewelry and Novelties is
More extensive this season
than ever. Your will be de-
lia-hted with our display of
Belt pins and buckles, Hair
Ornaments, in combs and
Barrettes, Silver Card Cases
and Purses. We are








—Berry be atoYe cqfttate back in
the gornlit by ast his br
oken
finger is about wel Th' will be a
!Yelping hand for •i I ans.
They sat rt the game about r :30
Thursday in order for JaafcSonville to
catdiv the 6 °lock train.
There are no better twirlers, in the
Kitty than Piatt, Miller, Brahie, Ash-
er and Wiright.
Matt has it a country block over
Perdue, the leader of the season, and
Muller can make monkeys out of the
rest, 'So .what else can the poor In-
dians do?' i
This is 'their last stay at home.
Let's give them a big crowd Thurs-
day.
No League Game Today.
On account of this being Emancipa-
tion Day and the city will be crowsled
with colored people there will be: 0.10
game of hall---.between Jacksoartilie
and Paducah. todsY. But two games
will be played tomorrow( .Tharsday).
'She h/rst game will "be, called at- 1:30
o'clock instead of 2:30.
Two Big Games Today.
At Wallace League Park between
Padticah Early Times and Louisville
Giants. First game to a. m.; second
game 3:30 p. In. Take Broadway.
Cars.
CHRISTIAN CHURCH.
The State Convention of That De
nomination to Be Held at Louis-
ville in September.
The Kentucky State Convention of
the Christian church will be held in
the Flirst Christian. church Fourth
and Walnut streets, Louisville, Sep-
tember 24th to til! 27th and it
promises to be a convention di un-
usual interest. A low railroad rate
of one fare plus 25 cents for the
round trip from all points in Ken-
tucky has been secured and fully
000 delegates are expected to be in
ottendance. Some of the speakers
are to be Miss Belle Bennett, presi-
dent of the Methodist Home Mis-
sionary society. Mrs. Helen E.
Nroses. national secretary of the
Christian Woman's Board of Mis-
sions, Miss Ada Boyd, missionary
from Bilaspur. India, Frestent E. Y.
Mullins of the Baptist Theological
Seminary, Marion Lawrance, Secre-
tary of the Internation Sunday-school
u.sociatign,APyesident D. A. Jenkins
of KenfuillY University, President J.
V. MeCiessaireuraL the College of the
Bible. R. IL Crocsfield of Owens-
boro, Carey E. Morgan of Paris.
Miss Mary Finch of Maysville and
11. D. Clark of Mt. Sterling. A gen-
eral committee has been appointed
representing the Christian churches
of Louisvile with Robt. M. Hopkins
as chairman. Further information
may be had by addrestialarilliti at the
Keller building. Louisville
ANNOUNCES FOR CITY JUDGE
D. A. Cross Becomes a Candidate
Subject to Democratic Primary.
In the regular columns of this
i-sue of The Register veil' be found
the formal announcement of Judge D.
A. Cross for the office of city judge
of Paducah.
Judge Cross is well known to
every voter in Paducah having for
years been an active worker in the
democratic ranks and always voting
the straight ticket. Mr. Cross is
what may be termed a self made
man, lie was born in Graves coon -
in m8o, and lost his parents at
on early age and at a time when he
could not write his name. He edu-
cated himself and when a young man
taught school at Murray for three
years. He was admitted to the local
bar in 1894 and follow the profession
of law ever since, and has succeeded
in building up a good practice in th1;
city.
For three months and more this
war Mr. Cross served as specia'
judge daring the illness of the late
Judge D. L. Sanders, and acquitted
himself with credit while on the
bench. He was fair, impartial and
ram in the discharge of his duties
and is well quali6ed for the office
:o which he aspires, ond states that
if elected he will conduct the office
as he did as special judge honestly
and impattialty.
His candidacy is sublet to the
action of the democratic primary to
he held Thursday September 20.
SOUTHERN HOTEL SOLD.
The Hotel at Mayfi Id Changes
Hands—Mrs. K. P. Hall
Purchaser.
Messrs. Will Usher and Harry
wrieht have sold the Southen Hote
to Mayfield to Mrs. K. P. Hall
proprietor of Hotel Hal, hut the
Party now in char" will still 'vv..
•. ;;ir oionti, yet.
W. ri -. • Vf • "
e'o:ron f
this tor: in :h•• .;; e. 31,1
his who.e family have made malls-
friends 'n Mayfield.
—An officer took up
day night and it is at
is a blue frame.
Tandar ahd the owner
calling at the city hall
a whee,I Sun -
the city hall
named TOr




, • (11e '
TWO MEN SLAM 124
Missouri Merchant Gives Life *-
fending Honor of His laughter.
Sptingfield, Mo., Aug. 7.--In the
streets of Chadwick, a small town
thirty wiles south of Springfield, Sun-
day Charles -Freeman, a merchant,
and Robert Keene, 18 rears old,
fought a duel to the death with
revolvers. Suit recently was brought
by Freeman againsit Keene charging
the lather with. mistreating his 15-
year-old daughter. Freeman was re-
ported to have threatened, to shoot
Keesve on sight and both men went
a one&
When* they met on the street Sun-
day tht two men immediately drew
the:r revolvers and began firing. Free-
man was shot twice, one bullet pene-
traitirtg the forehead and another in
the region of the heart. Keene was
shot there  .taamiesouo.hullot- striking
him in the heart. Beath men were
dead when the spectators reached
them.
Freer/rats leaves a widow and sev-
eral chilOren. He was well to do., be-
ing the proprietor of stores at Chad-
wick and Garrison, Mr. Keene was
the son of Thomas Keene, a wealthy
farmer living near Chadwick.
FATHER DIES AFTER
GETTING GOOD NEWS.
Falls from Stoop and Expires While
Waiting to Tell Preacher of
Young Murderer's Reprieve.
New York, Aug. 7. -Hartman
Vironzel, sixty-five years of age, over
come by heart and excitement, fell
fainting from a sloop last night and
was killed. Wenzel. a retired cabinet
maker, had one son, a convicted
murderer condemned to be executed.
The father had been striving to get
!h death sentence commuted. After
great efforts he succeeded in obtain-
ing a stay of execution. With this
news he hurried to the house of his
oastor, the Rev. Herman A. Schatz.
The old man in his excitement hur-
ried along for over' a mile, regardless
of the heat. The pastor had heped
11:m to get the reprieve and he was
anxious to bear him tlie news. As
he stood at the clergyman's door
waiting to be admitted he fainted and
fell backward down the steps.
The son whom he had been rying
to cave is John Wenzel, twenty-five
years o'd, an only son. After serv-
ing a sentence for burglary he killed
George Spatz. a hotelkeeper, in re-
venge for having him arrested. The
rourder was done on May 6, and but
far his father's efforts Wenzel would
have been executed during the pres-
ent week.
SI 000,000 LOAN MADE
BY A CHICAGO BANK
Allis-Chairrners Co., Borrows to
Make Extensive Improvernens.
Chicago, Aug. 7.—The Allis-
Chalmers company has given to the
Atherican Trust and Savings :Bank a
trust deed to all its property to se-
cure a bond issue of St0000,000.: pay-
able July t, 1936, with inteheat at 5
pit- cent. Of the total amount it2.-
r00000 is to be issued at once; the
rest is due from time to time for the
acquisition of new property and im-
provetnents.
The property of the company is
located in Chicago, Milwaukee.
Scranton, Pa., and other p'aces. The
bonds are known as 10-30's and are
subject to redemption before matur-
ity at the pleasure of the company
after ten years upon the payment of




The press clipping bureau which
wrote to izaalrWaltors in care of his
publisiver, asking if he would not like
to subscribe for the newspaper no-
tices alluding on his work, since many
were coming out, ha, it, counterpart
in the learned society which offered
to elect Stephen Girard of Philadel-
phia-10 its membership. There is
usually one bearer of such a distin-
guished name in every large com-
munity, hut in this ease none ap-
peared. The wag's fine hand was ap-
parent!
REPORTED DYING.
Mrs. Mary A. Wade Is Dying At
Her Home in Palma, Mar-
shall County.
Intellitence reached the city yester-
day of the serious ilness of Mr.
Mary A. Wade, an aged lady living
at Palma, Marshall county, Ky., Mrs,
Wade is known in Paducah and all
over McCracken county, having re-
latives living here. She is the mother
of the kite Mr. Rufus Wade, the to-
bacco buyer who died some years
ago. - Fred Wade, of the Paducah 
Power and Light Co., is her grand-
son, and he and his mother will leave
this morning to attend her bedside.
Meeting Closed.
The protracted meeting which has
been in progress for about three
weeks at the Olivet Baptist churnh
closed Sunday after having a splen-
did meeting. Their were a number
of confessions daring the meeting.
Thirty-four joined the church,
twenty-four by baptism.
Returned Home.
Mrs.Luther Graham and Misses
Ella and May Patterson returned
home Tuesday morning from a very
pleasant visit of several weeks in Den-
ver, Col., and several other important
cities of interest. They all report a
fin.e, trip through Colorado.
Return to Mayfield.
Mr Oscar Dyer, who has been
working for the Western Unlon
telegraph office for several months
has resigned his position and left
Sunday for his home in Mayfield
where he has accepted a position
with the Mayfield Grocry company.
4'4 + + + + + +
Kentucky Fair Dates.
+ + + + + + + + +
Kentucky State Fair, Louisville--
Septenvber 17-22.
Harrodsburg. August 7-4 days.
Fern Creek, August 14-4 days.
Vanceburg, August 15-4 days.
Columbia. August 15-4 4:1Ia Ys•
Sheplvereaviille, August 21--4 ditY5
Lavrrenceburg. August 21-4 (bars'.
Springfield. August 15-4 days.
London. August 28-4 days.
Brodhead, August 15-3 day's.
Mt. Olivet. August 16-3 days
Gutherie. August 23-3 days.
Nicholiasville, August 2S-3 days.
Shelbyville. Anzeit 28-4 days
'0Florerrve. August 29--4 days.
• Ewan. August 30-3 days.
' Elirtabethtciwo. September 4-3 day'
.fkarist. September 4-5 days.
'Bardstown. September 5-4 days.
September 11-4 41.Y‘
GlasglOW, September 12-4 days.
Sewer, September days
Tiliortford. September 19-4 stays
lientierson: September 26-4 days
Falmot•th. Septtember 26-4 days.
Pembroke. September 27-3 days
OVren.F.601,r0. October 2-5 days
Mayfield, October 3—days.
DIED A PENNILESS MAN.
Once Millionaire Lost In Contest
With Rockefeller.
Sault Ste. Marie, Mich,. August 7.—
Edgar Brown aged 64 years, a pion-
eer iron- man died here penniless in a
hospital. H.'s home wan in the Ca-
nadian Soo. itrowa discovered the
farmatia,Mesaba and Vermillion ranges
in Lake Superior and was at one time
reputed to be worth $13,000.000. It is
said he lost his property in a contest
with J. D. Rockefeller.
—J. T. Hines deeded. to Nora Hes-
ter a track of land down in the
county.
to CIRCA
AND RETURN, VIA THE
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD
Grand Excursion, Tuesday August 21
Tickets good for y.t.Yg pi sage on
SPECIAL TRAIN.
Leave Paducah  9:30 
a. in.
Leave Maxon   
 9:5.1 a. in.
Leave Kevil  to:to 
a. in.
Leave La Center   to:at 
a. 1.1.
T.CAVC Barlow   to:30 a. 1
1.1•
Arrive Chicago   8:30 
p.m.
Returning, rckets will be pwal On all Regular Trains leav
ing Chicago
'to anell including Wednesday, August zgth, except Fast Mail Train 
leaving
Chicago 2:50 a.
Under no circumstances' will a lo tiger limit he given on th
e return
portion of these Excursion Tickets.
Further Particular of
J. T. DONOVAN, Ticket ag ent, Illinois Central Railroad Paducah.
W. H. BRILL,
Div. Pasa'r. Agent St. Louis, Mo.
A. H. HANSON, S. G. HATCH,
, passenger Traffic Manager, CHICAGO, ILL. General Passenger Agt
Robbed of Watch.
While standing on Wourth and
Broadwhy talking to a young
stranger trying to find out about the
city, Mr. Wm. Harvey was robbed Of
his watch and chain. It was a
nresent double I case watch and
chain. The charm had the letters W. 
Ii. on it. The case had House on
one side, and Hart on the other.
—Jack C. Butler and wife are the
proud parents of a twelve-pound boy,
born Monday night.
•
AGED JOURNALIST IS DEAD.
Major McDowell, of Cincinnati 'En-
quirer, Passes Away.
Cincinnati, 0., Aug. 7.—MaPor
Joseph J. McDowell, who has been
for thirty-s:x years the peraonal rep-
resentative of John R. McLean as
business manager of the Cincinnati
Enquiren, died today from heart dis-
ease following a long illness.
-He was born in 'Hillsboro, 0., and
was seventy-three years old. .His
father was Gen. Joseph McDowell,
a former member of congress.
That run-clown, tired feeling .ie the




The spanfic or afl inalasia.
cured others. Will cure you.
Prise so Cants Per
BACON'S
DRUG STORE.




The Modern Window Decoration
WHILE EQUAL IN DESIGN AND BEAUTY TO'
THE FINEST ART GLASS MADE.
IT CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY WINDOW OR
TRANSOM. IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW AND
ADMITS THE LIGHT IN THE MOST PLEASING
AND AGREEABLE HUES
IT IS APPROPRIATE IN DINING ROOMS, BATH
ROOMS AND FRONT DOORS. IT IS ONE OF THE
MOST BEAUTIFUL DECORATIONS OF THE DAY •
FOR ALL KINDS OF DECORATIONS.
Oil. Leo, 315 hay.
Before Itadinq Your.
Old Bicycle in on
New One See:
WILLIAMS BICYCLLCO
Next to Kentucky Theatre on Nerth Fifth street they can a ave you
money, and take your old wheel in exchange. WE WANT AN UN-
LIMITED NUMBER OF SECOND HAND BICYCLES.
Remember this is the cheapest house in town on Eicyles and every-
thing for bicycles. Parts furnished for any make of wheel. Expert
machinists in our repair shop. All work guaranteed.
Don Gilberto
THE TALKING MACHINE MAN OF PADUCAH.
As we are in the midst of hot weather and sleeping is a tor-
ture at the present time, and these beautiful moonlights we have
at present.. Come one come all .and hoar his muse at bob S. 4th.
at, produced by the only talking machine, not only of U.S. but
of the world. The Victor and the -Zen-00one talking madams -
from $to to arm put within the reach of the poor as well as the -
wealthy. Remember that these machines are the
Leading Machine of the World
Remember my records for sale hve 8in. 35c, to in. 6oc. 12 in.
We have high ca a rperatic reccrds from $1.00, $2.00, $3.00.
$4.00, $5.00. All the latest leading opera singer.; frcm Addalen
a
Patti, Mracella Sasembrich, Car auso and Sourate and Gaeorz
 and
a great many other celebrated artists of this kind.. I will play an
y
piece before purchasink it, so you can sec that it is perfect. .W
e
don't sell second hand machines or records.. Every machine i
s.
guaranteed and every record is perfect and new We don't gill,
eiscounts nor CUTS in PRICES. We carry a full stock o
f
neeciels and we will repair your broken machines at liberal pr
ices.
'We will take pleasure in explaining the meet-Jr...Lin of you 
Zono-
phone.. I have soo new and latest music from ragtime to
 the
most celebrated operas, and from the gre-.test ban& both 
Am-
erica and Europe and Orchestria pieces. My concerts will b
e
from 7 p. m, to to p. m.. No pieces played twice and we 
play
from 75 to ico pieces every night. Rernerr'..er that rti 
can buy
the Victor machine, it is no trouble but a plearawe. We 
will take
pleascure in showing you about either the Vlcto. or 
Zonophone
machines, also care of records.
I remain your talking mach.ne friend
DON GIL13ERTO,
THE TALKING MACHINE MAN OF Paducah and don't
 your





S'ee Cannot Get the 
Cross of the
Leg'or• of Honor B
ecause of
Indebtedness.
Paris, Aug. 7.--Sarah 
Bernhardt




Legion of Honor has been 
refused
her.
• The decision of the 
chancellery re-
giardiee the aetress' Replication 
is
fret It will be useless for h
er to try
again for the decoration.' Her
 lax-
ity concerning her obligation
s do not
comport with the French ide
as of
*thrift..
Moreover. there Ls that in her paet,
for instance, the 'birth of Mauri
ce
Ilernherdt ort of we which pre-
-vents the bestowal of the cross, 
for
-all members of the legion must have
a clean bill of morals.
The affair of Bernhardt, according
to a member of Nile council of the
legion, may result in its disruption.
Socialistic as well as governmental
opposition has developed tot t legion
'on the ground that it is undemocraeic.
The opposition is at 'its strongest
now.
Bernhardt's efforts to secure the
-decoration extended over a number of
years. Her sopporters pointed out
that Mme. Rartet, principal actress at
.the Comedic Fratecaise, and Atelina
Patti -had been decorated.. Mme. Bar-
tees life has been singularly circum-
spect, and the cross was not con-
ferred on Mime Patti until she left
-the stage and became the wife of Ba-
ron Cedarstrom.
Besides. Patti's principal offense
was marriage to a divorced man, Sig.
-Nicolini. And neither of these wom-
en were ever accused of not paying
her debts.
With Bernhardt it has been differ-
ent. She has never paid the slightest
attention to her obligations to the city
of Par's from, which she rents her
theater. It used to pay into the pub-
lic treasury 'several thousand francs
annually.
From a business point of view she
has long been insolvent. When she
returned from America a few weeks
ago with another moderate fortune
the city fathers expected that she
would pay something on account, -but
away she went to' her summer home
at Belle Isle, without so much as say-
ing "by your leave" to the city coun-
cil. 
r!
"Mime. Bernhardt has no eegard for
her regular liabilities. The cross of
the Legion of Hionser cannot be given
to bankrupts or to those who are
threatened with financial ruin through
unbusinesslike methods."
This will be 'the answer the council
of the order will make to Minister
Briand if at the next cabinet meeting
he insists on decorating Bernhardt.
ODD LIFE INSURANCE SUIT.
Husband Seeks to Recover Policy
-Written on Wife Whom He
Slew.
Newport News, Va., Aug. 7.-W. C.
'Stuart, an attorney, filed, application
before Judge Barham of the corpora-
tion court for the appointment of a
committee on a convict's estate to col-
lect the life insurance on the life of
Julia Pavlinic, who, being insane, was
killed by her :husband at her own re-
quest.
The policy is in favor of Pavlinic
himself and. he desires .the money to
take -his case to the court of appeals,
he having been sentenced to eighteen
years in the penitentiary for the
-crime. The policy is in the Metro-
politan Life Insurance Company of
New York amid the company prob-
ably will contest the appointment of
the committee. Judge Barham will
hear the motion early in the week.
Pavlinic is an American by birth.
and, according to all evideneec in the
case and his own protestation, loved
hi', wife devotedly. The woman be-
came insane and was confined in the
asylum at Williamesburg. After re-
peated efforts she was released in the
care of her husband and taken 
to
Camden. N. 5. She made her eecatli
from him there and after wand
ering





after a tr:: 1 by peopje viho soi-
fer from headazhes-Lsevere or
mild, occasional or chronic
They never fail to
GIVE (MICK
RELIEF.






captured in Central Park, .NeW 
York,
and taken to 'Bellevue, where 
her his- I
tory was ascertained. She was 
re-
turned to Will amsburg.
Pavlinic agati obtained her release,
she having pa. thy recovered, and 
at
her request he promised that he wou
ld
kill ber rather than allow her to 
be
returned to the asylum again.
,Tke woman wae all right for sev-
eral months and then the signs of 
in-
sanity returneA Pavlinic shot his
wife while she was sleeping, tr
ue Ito
his promise, filIng nine bullets 
into
her body. He then carefully cover
ed
the 'body with a cloth and cam
e to
the police static.' in this city and 
an-
nounced what he had done. At his
trial he denied being insane, although
three -insanity experts testified that he
was.
He asked that he be executed rather
'than confined, in the penitentiary, but
the jury gave Lira eighteen 
years.
There is nothinie in the 
policy to
prevent Pavlinic from, recovering, b
ut
it will be argue 1 as against 
public
policy to allow •-ei to do so. 
The
g yr! m:" • -t tee -grou
nds.
FORTUNE IN PHONE BOOTH
Traveling Man Returns Stoo,000 He
Pound and Is ,Hr.7ded Stoma).
Cincinnati, Ohio, Aug., 7.-George
J. Mitchell, a traveling man 
from
Newaria. N. J., and who stops at the
Gibson houee when M this city.
dropped into a telephone booth 
in
that hotel. He found lying in the
booth a pocket-beok containing ten
roxpoo bills-Srocs000 al‘ told-and
relivable papers.
(Thing to the clerk's desk, he placed
thee' there for eaiekeeping. Soon
Feink Gard. president of the Gard
Mining Company of Denver, Col., who
was stopping at the Hotel L
ackman,
rushed, into the booth and out aga
in.
greatly excited. He asked the cle
rk
if be had found a pocketbook and the
man behind the desk required 
him
to describe it.
"And you left a pocketbook," re-
plied the clerk, "containing $too,000
ia telephone booth?"
"My friend" gasped the excite
d
man, "I lost a bass drum once-but
have you heard of it?"
"Is this your property?" asked the
clerk, as he placed the fortune back
in his hands.
'All kinds of questions were asked.
Mr. Gard aeked who found it and
went to -the Lackman and offered 
one
$10,000 bill to Mitchell, who could not
bring himself to accept it.
In lieu of that. however. he g
ave
him $to;000 'worth of mining s
tock,
whitsh sells at par, and told him if he
kept it it would scime day make 
him
some money.
KILLED ON SCENIC RAILWAY




WAS ATTACHED TO 000.
Singular Surgical Operation That R.
stored the Us* of id
Man's Log.
Grafting the bone from a dog's let
onto the leg of a man, to replace saint
Ilve inches of bone that had been re
moved, and so saving to the man his
leg, was the remarkable surgical feat
performed by a local surgeon. It war
the first recorded case of grafting upon
the human bone the bone of one of the
lower animals, says the San Francisco
Chronicle.
The patient, a Swede, 45 years old,
had fallen about 12 feet to the pave-
ment, causing a compound fracture of
the right leg near the ankle. The
fracture resisted treatment, and in the
course of time five inches of bone were
removed. It seemed that the only
thing lett was amputation. The sur-
geon determined to attempt to graft
the bone from the foreleg of a dog to
tne sawed-off end of the leg bone of
the man. A small black and Lan dog
was selected for the experiment, placed
under ether, and his leg prepared. The
ends of the bones of the man and the
dog were united by silver wire, and
the dog and man fastened rigidly to
gether in a plaster cast. The report
says:
"The man suffered very little pain
or inconvenience except for two or
three days, during which the dog was
restless and would attempt to move
The more the dog would move the
more pain was inflicted upon the man.
The dog soon realized this, so that .1
was not necessary after the fourth day
to give the dog morphine to keep him
quiet The dog and the man became
very much 'attached' to each other."
Five weeks later the benes had knit-
ted firmly and the dog was removed by
sawing off his leg. The other end of
the new bone was united to the man's
bone without difficulty. Six month's
after the union the thin bone from the
dog's leg had grown and developed al-
most to the size of the original bone in
the man's leg. The man walks with
a cane, bat can get along without it LI'
necessary.
TRICK OF COLLEGE GIRL
Shoe Clerk Divulges the Scheme by
Which She Gets Matinee
Money.
"What's a fellow going to do about
It, anyway?" exclaimed a Boston shoe
cierk the other day, says the Shoe Re-
tailer. "It beats me. Here comes to
Miss College Maid, and she is as fas-
t: nating as she can be. She picks out
a five-dollar pair of shoes as perfectly
lovely,' and 'won't we charge them up
to par which we certainly will do,
because 'pa' has notified us that his
credit Is '0. K.' said is at kis daugh-
ters disposal.
"But next day in comes Miss College
Maid with her shoes in a box under
Ler arm. She would 'really like to l00%
la those $3.50 shoes,' and she finally
buys them. 'And won't we give het
New York. Aug 7 --Before the e
yes the change back,' she says with a
of L000 pleasure ember, Cathari
ne smile that will tilt most men from
Roselbrook. to years old. met a terribletheir
 balance.
death, in an accident on one of 
the "Of course, if a man made such a
scenic railwaysc at One Nundred 
and proposition we'd call the police, but
Ninety-third street and 
Amsterdam we're apt to bow to the Miss College
avenue, Fort George 
Maid with the smile, and hand over
The railway is bujt on a 
spiral the $1.60 to her, as if she had asked
tre,tie in a deep ravine be
low the for only a pair of extra shoe strings
level of the street and overlookin
g the Then while Miss College Maid trots oft 
man.
to the matinee to spend our $1.60 we Now the
re came a man of about 40 b
parte our heads as to whether we stand befo
re the throne. He was veil
have been buncoed or whether we have exqui
sitely dressed and his mustache
buncoed 'dad,' although, to be sure, 'was dye
d black.
we charge It to his account. "Yon 
have done a lot of charity, have
"And if a fallow once falls a victim you
 not'"' askd the poor man.
to the wiles of Miss College Maid he
 "Oh, nothing really, you know node
aeon learns that she needs a new pair hag m
ech." he replied.
of sheen about every time a matinee 
"I3azars, theatricals, dances?"
idol comes along." 
"Well, yes, I have don* what I could,
'don't you know."
Volcano Creates Earthquake. I "Have a good time yourself?"
A remarkable example of the close 
"Oh. yes, thanks." said tha man. Be
connection of volcanoes and earth- felt he was getting on well.
quakes was observed by the early Bpan-
lab settlers in Ban Salvador. When the
water in the crater lake of Ilopango rose
above a certain level earthquake shocks
always followed. So they cut a channel
to allow the escape of the water and to
prevent its rising In the crater. And for
100 years there was no earthquake in
that district. Then the precaution was
neglected, the water rose In the crater
and preeent:y a violent earthquake
shook the country. At the same time




The millionaire' stood at the foot ce
the throne.
"How are you?" said the poor man.
"Pretty well, I thank you," *he rail-
lionaire replied, in a low voice.
"Dine out last night?"
"Yes-I thank you."
"Overeat yourself?"
"Oh, no," said the millionaire quickly,
raising his heat. "Oh, no, I have not
any appetite left."
The rows of poor people behind the
throne grinned.
"Ever give anything to the poor?"
asked the poor man.
"Yea, yes," said the millionaire, ea-
gerly. "I subscribed $5,000 to-"
"Did you miss it?" asked the poor
man.
"It you wouldn't mind asking one of
my secretaries," the millionaire went on,
Ignoring the last question. "Any of
them would tell you-"
"Did you ever give away anything
yourself, with your own hand, with your
beart.r
The millionaire's heart beat furiously.
He looked about Mm fort ehanos toes-
cape.
"I did once," he said, in a law, hurried
whisper.
"How much?"
"A penny," said the millionaire,
scarcely audibly.
A ragged man came forward from the
huge company behind the throne and
deposited a penny on the table by the
throne.
"I'll make It $20,000 said the million-
aire. hurriedly. 
•
"Sit down„" the poor man said,
sternly. -By that penny are you saved."
speedway. They are three 
convolu-
tions in the track* and the 
.hightst
point reached is seventy feet f
rom the
foundations.
The accident occured when th
e cars
were about halfway to the top o
f the
structune. At a sharp cu
rve the
car was derailed and with the 
shock
Mies Rosebrook, was pitched 
head
fonemost to t'h'e track Her 
skirt.*
were caught in elle chain me
chanism
and with thejolting cars she w
as drag-
ged up higher and higher 
until the
!summit was reached. Th
en back
downward to the starting p
oint, where
her mangled and lifeless body was 
de-
posited in the midst of a waiti
ng
crowd. The sereems of the 
girl"!
friende and of the hundreds mix
) wit-
rre•seed her death 'had war
ned the
engineer of the railway to str
ut off the
power. but it was impossible to 
Stop
the oars before they had comp
leted
the circuit. Fthyeiciane said tha
t thee
victim's skull was fractured and 
that
nearly every belie a her body 
was
broken.
Coroner Harburger visited the
scow... He learned that four perso
ns
had been injured in a similar 
accident
Arend a month ago when the 
railway
firA opened The railway wase 
dom.:
iniersedriately after the 'accident a
nd
is not likely to tie opened again 
this
season. It is one of the festest of
its irind in Fort Gerirge. - Irr-the
plunge the cars drop nearly eixty feet
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The millionaire sat down antra lady
took his place before the throes.
"I gave some money once be a poor
beggar," she began.
"You are very proud of your charity?"
asked the poor man.
"I have given sway a great deal con-
sidering," she replied, briskly.
"Considering what, madam?"
"Oh, considering what other people
do," she said.
"With your whole heart did you ghee
It, for pity, for real love's sake"
"I'm not a sentimentalist," she said,
hotly.
"Did you ever refuse to give to any-
one?"
"Never," she said, in a loud voice,
"never."
"Never once!' Think of 20 years ago?"
There was a question In hiavoice.
The lady turned red and tried to tide




"A poor woman came up to me as 1
was getting into my carriage. I was
only a girl"-her voice died in a whisper
-"she looked as If she were dying, and
she said she was hungry. I told her to
go away; hated the sight of her."
"Did you give her anything?"
"No." She hung her heed.
"She had a baby?"
A light came in to the lady's eye*
which turned them from their hardness
Into soft orbs of wonder.
"Yes, she had a baby; I gave it a
tower."
A woman came out from the great as
sembly and put a rose upon the table
by the throne.
J a pan's Chemical Works.
Japan has 840 factories wherein pro-
fessional chemists rue employed. Two
of them employ over 500 aor
kpeople,
the others range from 30 up. In the 140
are included gas works, paper wor
ks,
ceramic and lacquer works. Sugar fac-
tories and breweries aril not included.
Many of them ate stock cotter:males. Of
these 15 produce pharninceutical prod-
ucts, 95 illuminating oils, 40 matches,
60 indigo, four other colors, four gas a
nd
six incense. Japan's chemical ind
us-
try employs 38,591 workmen. In 
the
match factories there are tire women
operatives,to each man. Some factories
run 12 hours, but most of them only
ten. Men's wages average 14 tests and
women's ten cents a day.
Height in Trench Army.
Sine, the law of 1901 there has been
no limit of height for a Preach soldier;
dwarf or giant. all must serve. Before
that time the limit was only Eve feet one
inch. Yet the average height was'not
yet run down to that of Napoleon's
"grimed° armee" in its last years and not
loag ago it was above that of the Ger-
man array measured as a whole.
Never Teri.. Alike.
-Think it over again, Nanotte, before
you refuse me."
"Why should I consider yotteprepoeel
twice?"
"Oh, because you women never thlek
_ __.„
"You may sit down," said the poen
"Did you get Into society that way?"
asked the poor man.
"Yes, perhaps I did."
"Have you ever gives anything in
charity and lover'
The man stood silent for some time
and pondered. Before that vast assem-
blage his cocksureness was giving war,
be began to look shabby.
"Once," be began, "but that was
nothing-1 was walking borne-but it
won't count-I had no money with me
and a man asked fer something; he was
cold and tattered; I gave hill the cigar-
ette. out of my ease beesime I was sorry
for him."
Out of the crowd came a poor man to
lay a little handful of cigarettes upon
the table.
The man of the world had not noticed
Cm and the sweat stood on his fore.
bead; he seemed ashamed of his action.
"You may sit down," said the poor
man, and at the sound of his voice the
man looked up and seeing his gift on the
table be looked with unutterable relitl
at the poor man-then eat down.
An eld man now mune up before the
throne.
"I ain't done nothin' as I can think of,"
be riald, la a faltering voice; "I ain't 'ad
no meana nor position nor no nothin'
to give away."
Trem out the crowd behind the throne
there ears. 30 or 20 men and women,
each bearing is their hands a ems of
sold water.
Thee the millionaire woke up from his
dream and shivered with cold. Metre
was eat, his Jeom was dark, but he
could see !a the dim light a ghostl
y pro-
cession o tarving, cold figures who
passed by id pointed at him.
He rose, baking, a.nd went to hie
desk. He u eked a drawer sad drew!
Out a roll !denotes. With them is
his ban e pai isti reliably downstairs
and into the dark sulternr-C44astp
.
GOOD MORNING
Did you swallow your share of dust last night? 
I have a full line at
Garden Hose, Nozzles, Sprinkling Sled*
etc., various grades and various prices.









ir6:00IFOR $1.000 FOR 5 YEARS
11.51i!!Ir 1 ...111./..11~••
Abram L Well & Co.,
_
Campbell Building. Both:Phones 369
101110101b -4110Emr -
The Regiater, delivered, 10c per week
.21/11111
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
CORRECTED M AY 3oth. /get
SOUTH BOUND No. um
Rem Chasioniag ...... a* •.• oda YID 8:20
*ere Louirrills  12:01 p.m.
Mere Owensboro 
Diem; Morse Branch 
Mays Central City
Lorre Ifortonville  







Reeve Pr.ncet6a   4:55 PA&
Arrive Paducah   6:to p.m.
Leave Paducah  633 p.m.
Aesive Fulton  7:30 p.
loreive G'bbe, Tema.  Rod p.m.
Atiolve Rives .. 833 p.m.
Active jades** 
Arrive bdieniphis ' to
Areive New Orleans
NORTH BOUND
Stave New Orleans 
Illeve Memphis 
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NORTH BOUND No. 306
Leave Padecah 12:4o p.m.
Areive Carbondale   4.25 p.m.
Ameive Cliisago  6:315

































L'elme_ Mot 1011_11_1. 235 p.m.
Arrive 'Pateatla ..  4:15 nut.
Leave Paducah  bes p.m.
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mann :narked VI rust daily except Smoky. All ether trains ems
dolly. 'Trains vo3 and 104 awry throirgh sleepers between Cincinnati;
Memphis and New Orissa's; trains tot ant toa sleepers between Louis-
vnle, Memphis and New Orleans. Thins /lot aid Saa sleepers betweela
Nemesis *id St. Louis. Wain Sot connects at East Cairo with Chia.%
Stegner. Per furthee infewasatien, eddiress,„
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Peaue,a, E.
R. W. PRATE, Ticket Agee% Union potot. Po42201. Ky,
F. W. MARLOW, D. E. Pt., BD iieville, Cy,
?STYR A. SCOTT, A. S. P. A., Memphis, Tom
r' 3. G. 6ATC4N, S. P. A.. a .
IC 14 DRILL, D. E. 1,4 Ps% Se, 44,:„
ere
ANSAS WHEAT BELT INJURED BY MEDICINES. ADULTERATION OF FOOD. WELL HALF A MILE DEEP.
 legemmailere 
The Popular Ntreeliet
9 hear you are at work on a aerie E. H. PURYEAR,
Atturney-at-Law
REGION IN WHICH ARE NAVY
ROHM OF CULTURE.
The Only Real Work of the Year Is
During the Harvest Season-
Farmors Generally Are
Students.
There are homes on the wheat
clenches where culture reig:ts. Booka.
gictures, music, pianos and newel's:
7 keep the inhabitants in touchir tsh the best things of life, says .ne
Kansas City Star. The onerous toil of
thie wheat harvest is mostly lmasin-
ary. The only real work of the year is
duress the week of harvest. 'Pureeing
the son with a riding plow is not bard.
as farm work goes. Planting tbe wheat
with a drill is easy. Waiting for it
AILgecter-ta-not-ileach degraeltaglabor.
Hen who raise three crops of alfalfa
a year work harder all minima( than
do the wheat harvesters. The harvest
bands are softened, weakened produem
gd enervating city life, and that is why
the work seems hard. The harvest
season is • godsend to these men. The
outlet to the country for a L4 *ion of
eecreating toll soothes the nerves of a
fermenting Cement the city Greeds
„Sind harbors.
The farmers of the wheat belt, on
the whole. seem to be al...no: the hap-
piest agriculturists to be fotaid. The
tepid growth of the wester", counties
Into the gigantic wheat-producing sec-
tion that it now is has offered ample
opportunity for all the fern:ere of
managing ability to build up moder-
ate fortunes and acquire large tractii
of land. These they have adorned
with splendid homes, orchards and
shade trees, and have stocked with
line cattle and good breeds of all do-
mestic stock. '1 he wheat belt Is als..1
• "the greatest grass land on the
earth." That is, native grass grows
there is profuttioa. an i It niake4 the
hest rrazing of any gram crop. 164:
hese things have enabled the progres-
ve farmcre to surround themselves
th everything that goes to make• 
rural life delightful.
e These wide-awake farmers are stu-
dents of evierythIno *Oat reties into
their lives. At a gavee they can tell
whic.h of two Eters will gain a poune
the qtecker ano on a given ration, end
this same faculty makes :hem judges
of human character as well. They
tnow what kind of men they are dee.-
tug with and treat them ac-erling!..
Many a man who cams to the harvest:
like a tramp. a man used to a cul-
tured home. but fallen from grace and
"down on his lack," has been singled
out by the farmer or his wife as coo
St for better things. Such • man is
treated as one of the family. His
4 story Is learned If he wishes to tall it
When the harvest is over he is given
*toady work. The bond that throws
people together of an equal plane of
thought becomes established.
Cases of this kind can be related in
*every household. in the wheat beet.
Paid one farmer's wife--elee traced bee
ancestry to Ethan Allen and •tlier
historic names of colonial days and
was herself a college graduate: "One
of the moot Interesting things of the
harvest Is studying the character of
the men last year a young man
worked for us who, we readily saw,
was of good breeding and came from
is respectable home. His hand go.
more in the harvest and I drosse41 o
and doetored him the tout I could. It
got worse, and on* day I asked hl:n
what was the matter with it. lie said.
-rh. blood does sot circulate in '
Then he rolled up his sleeve and
showed a scar that was friehful. Hs
had been in some scrape arid hal re-
ceived a had cut, which nad belie
+awed tip by • stergeon. His hand got
well and be worked for ns nearly s
• year. One time he was sick for sev-
• real weeks and I said to him* 'John.
why don't you write to your folks' I
know that you have a home and that
our parents are worrying about you'
1* took my advice a1d wrote two let-
ters. Awhile later he said to tic 'I'm
going to leave you. I will PM ditner
'with try folks to-morrow In Col let
Col. Well dresied an: free: ete good
with 1e50 In his pocket, be ta_ie us
good-by. We soon receleod a lett*:
;Anon his moldier, thanking tut for what
we had done for her non." '
When the men who bare &neuron-
hated much land it the wheat country
die and divide their holdings, the land
le in smeller tree's and on thick'
k ...KIM that the local market 41.1
merrpty all the it bar needed in the bar-
see* That will mark the end of the
summer migratisa
a Swimmers' Cramp.
`. An drowning accidents where expert
swimmers suddenly lose all control of
&bele powers, the usual explanation ot
cramps is beginning to be looked upon
as insufficient. It has been noticed
that persons having disease of the
middle ear, who have already shown
symptoms of vertigo, are especially lis
hle to such &oleo:lents, and as the
semicircular canals are the organs of
direction, it is suggested that even s
alight hemorrhage In this delicate
structure from a blow by the wave*
would result In utter helplesernesn
Persons with ears not jxmfectly sound
are therefore warned against swim
Mang In rough water.
Carried with You.
Joy Is a prize unbought, and Ii
freest, purest In Its flow when it comes
nesougbt. No getting into heaven, as
a place, will •compass it. You mum'
carry it with you, else it is not there
You must have it in you, as the muds
of a well-ordered Soul, (he fire of s
holy perixise, the svelte:1g up out ol
the central dcethe of eternal Owings
Shot hhiu toe wators there.--Horant
ferlt!teeil. •
Unwarranted Attacks Upon Rafts
ahem of the "Patent"
Variety.
It has been dilirged by oae or two
eastern magazines that "patent" med-
icines are Injuielng these who use
them, and, as these statements are to
be used as axiiiinieata for the peonage,
at the neat legislative session, of laws
prohibiting the sale of these medicine*,
the figured of a Lesic.ago etaUsticiaa
are or unusual interest and Impor-
tance,
1That lead than ono-twentieth as
many persons are Injured by the use
of all "patent" medicines, of which it
low been possible to learn the trade
name, or the nort the manufac-
turer, as are In by earbolic wed
slone, is one of the facts proven. Car-
uotte add is never mentioned la the
probably-tur-tloyesatini- •
It is exclusively employed in medica-
tion- by the regular "theisools of med-
icine" and doss not eater into coweeni-
tioa with them, as do the "patent"
medicines.
The compilation covers 697 eases,
reported in the newspapers of the
country during the period between
June 24 and November 1. As the serv-
ices of numerous prate clipping bu-
reaus wars engaged to furaign clip-
pings of cages of poisoning, titer* Is
reasonable aseuramoe that every poi-
soning case that has occurred has en-
tered into the compilation.
None of the 61 cases Is a case of
suicide, or attempted suicide, or a cam
wherein a drug or poison was seal
with criminal intent The cares are
those of poisoning by the use or &eel-
dental mires+ of medicines, drugs or
poieons, and death and injury by mat.
practice. Of these oases 2V3 were
fatal, 191 being adults and 101 chil-
dren,
Of 40 cased of alleged malPreeticta11 were fatal and ns involved criminal
operations. Of six cases Involves'
"patent" inedic.ines, the trade name of
which could be learned after dillies*Inquiry, five were fatal. Four were
cases where overdose, were taken; two
were cases where the medicines had
been carelessly loft within the resets
of children who, childlike, ate or drank
the contents of the package. There is
not a recorded case where injury was
caused by use, according to directioas,
of "patent" medicines, but there are
recorded cases where preecriptioes
have been written or filled wrong.
In 212 of the 697 cases the wrong
medicine was taken, or poison was
taken in mistake for medicine. In IN
cases bottles were lett within the resift
of children, and In 94 cases crrardosee
were taken by mistake.
Carbolic aced figures in 141 if Ohs
cases, or in one came in evecy Iva it
was fetal In 12 men. Of there fatal
cease 32 were adults sad 20 children,
It was administered by 'mistake of
nurses three times.
Morphine ranked woad with N
-saes, 46 of which were fatal; ill adult@
and eight children. It was taken by
mistake six times, aid lift within use
reach of children 20 times. Overdoses
were taken 40 times, IS of the persons
Included In the 40 being habiteas
wee administered, direct, by a pbysi-
clan once. was administered to a
child by an older child once, and
ministered by a medical student three
Laudanum ranks third with 62 maw
16 fatal; 12 adults and low children.
It was taken by mietake 16 times, left
where ettldien could get it ten times,
and overdoses were take* 17 tines.
Strychnine ranks leurth with 111
cases, 15 fatal, five Se adolts Ned tea
to children. It was taken by mistake
seven times; left in reach of eitildres
le Ulnas and admialatered by mists
of parent once.
Ammonia ranks Iftk with 14 caws
no fa ml. It was taken by mists**
for medicine ten times and left witbla
itas reach of children four time..
Three deaths were caused by the was
Of bay rum as a beverage. Nine deaths
were caised by the use Of Florida SW
ter as a beveeligs-
Lye wee taken by mistake for mot
(eine fir, times, and was taken brr cbiI
dren eight times, being responsible foi
three deaths. There were 34 cases of
domaine poisoning, resulting it Mae
deaths.
Practically every known poison es
tees into the 697 cases, and the friree
show conclusively that "patent" mod
while they are vastly ahead
,he number of times used In the aver
age hoesehold, are far behind ellen it
comes to poisoning, or injuring these
with 'tee, or accidentally misuse, them.
-ExcKanite.
Earthquakes In Chita.
Verr curious were some of the ex-
plamitions given by Chinese of the re
cent earthquakes which have bees
felt at Hongkong, Canton and Macao.
;be Hongkong Daily Press tells about
them: "The famcese dragon whose
privilege it has beeu to give an OM-
&Iowa! shock to the earth's crust is not
held responsible for the recent ewe
in Macao and elsewhere. Some Chi-
nese attribute the last shocks to the
water-dragon of Canton, whose natio
has teen raised by the reelansatkus
-eorke. CAReeers ere dumping dnilv
cf sand end stone on the
-it; • I er' 0-,r1 ;:os keaso. )e.4,
• een. 1.01.
- wee:sets-I tei 01
leer eight..
Dinguss--What was It?
"I dreamed that I !inked you for the
money you owed me, and you paid it.."-
Chicago Tribune.
Too Badly Crippled.
Manager-How's the new fullback
eienirg along?
Captain of the Football Team-Oh, he
can't eisk.--Cloicago Journal.
Convictions for This Offense Have
Been Numerous in Ger-
many.
Consul General Guenther, of Frank-
fort, reports that during the year 190$
3,091 persons were convicted in Ger-
many for adulteration of articles of
food. In 1902 the convictions were
Larger, a decrease of six per cent. being
noted for 1903. The largest number of
convictions occurred at Berlin, where
an increase from 698 in 1902 to 645 in
1903 is shown. For producing and keep-
ing for sale and consumption unwhole-
some articles of food 748 persons were
ennyleted in 1903, against 394 in 1902.
Chili large increase is due to the effects
of the inspection law of June 3, 1900.
In Berlin 59 persons were convicted for
violating the provisions of this law,
sgeinst 29 in 1902. For knowingly visit-
ling the rules with reference to ani-
mal epidemics, especially those for the
prohibition of imports to prevent rind-
erpest, as well as the regulations to
Srevent contagion in the transportation
of animals by railroad and for the will-
ful use of articles liable to spread con-
teigious diseases before disinfection,
931 persons were convicted, against 1,-
173 in 1132, showing a decrease of 26
per cent. For knowingly violating the
regulations for preventing the spread
of infectious diseases 69 persons were
convicted, against 67 in 1902.
NEW RULES OF ARITHMETIC
Queer Difficulties Encountered by
Mathematicians of a Gen-
eration Ago.
Parents who undertake to mitt
their children in the preparation ol
their school lessons encounter some
queer difficulties, says the New York
Press. Long division, for instance, pre
cents stumbling blocks that trip up the
wisest minds of a generation ago. In
that benighted age youthful students of
arithmetic were taught that in an ex-
ample in long division the divisor was
placed at the left of the dividend, the
quotient on the right, while the re-
mainder was written at the end of the
quotient. Old fogies who have dropped
hepelessly behind the times now at
tempt to introduce those antiquated
methods when tutoring their offspring,
but the youngsters scornkely correct
them.
"Oh, that Isn't right," they explain
"You must put It down this way."
accerding to present-day In-
struction, they put the quotient above
the dividend and set the remainder in
the little crook on the right formerly
occupied by the quotient. Before these
eccentricities of modern education the
parent sits amazed and helpless, trying
to prepare himself for the next innova-
tion, which will probably be to make
the figures upside down.
FASHIONS IN HARNESS.
Horses of the Present Day lot
Tricked Out as ki Former
Times.
--
Probably not half a dozen horses are
tomparisoned to-day as they were 20
years ago, says Country Life in Ameri-
us. Harness in this country then was
distinctly American in type, as was
'he borne of a decal's earlier, but If
that harness. whether for gig or car-
riage, were to he seen on the drive or
In the park to-day it would be grlseted
with supreme ridicule, although it was
thee considered the proper thing
Whatever may have been our opinion*
then, we now know what is right. It
was only a matter of education and we
were apt snisolars. 1 escro of yurs
ago the horse rhow descended tat or.
as IMO found mi with good native
horses and poor native tininess. It
was apparent to all beholders that
something was wrong, and when Wes
one or two animals were shown In
'English harness the "someth.ng
wrong" was plainly understood. A
treat change was *seeded, whirls wes
sooner reesenized than made. arc
•oelme. with the exception of the drew.
of ti's speedway horse, the English
type of harness ie used everywhere.
MOST COSTLY LEATH:R.
That Made from Walrus Hide,
Which It Takes Years
to Tan.
"We have had," said a dealer, "vral.
rus leather two inches thick., such
being worth about $600 a side, bringmg, as it does, $2.50 a pound.
"It takes four or eve years to tan I
ealstis bide of that thickness. If the
hide is not thoroughly and perfectly
tanned the raw strip left in the middle
will turn as hard and smooth as iron
"It takes two or three years to tan
Inch thick walrus, and the leather of
that thickness calls for $1.25 a pound
three-quarter Inch walrus, bringing 71
cents a pound by the side.
"Walrus leather is used chiefly for
polishing purposes by manufacturing
jewelers. It Is cut into discs, which
are mounted as wheels. Walrus Is a
durable leather and it Is especially
desirable in this use because It pol-
ishes without scratching."
Analysis.
"Micky, wot is a philant'rOpist?"
"Well, It's like this-if I were to
swipe a quarter from ye when ye
wasn't lookin', an' den offer to give
ye a dime, If ye'd promise to buy a
toot'brush wit it, I'd be one of them
things."-Life.
The Division.
Edgar-In winter the ice man has
my sympapthy.
CI:ear-And the coal man "nu
money.-Town Topics.
Borings Fail to Find Desired Art*.
Man Plow-in Ohio State-
house Yard,
In 1857, for some reason, it was
thought profitable and possible to se-
cure an artesian well in the state-
house yard. The geology of 'Ohio
as a science was still unwritten.
in fast, the iirsi volume of the Ohio
geological reports contains the writ-
ten record of this boring.
Down 2,775 feet-over half a mile-
the auger was sent by the slow and
laborious process of the time, and
nearly a year was spent in the work
The boring was commenced on No-
vember 4, 1857, and stopped October
1, 1858. No artesian water was
found.
The boring was madt-Iii- the -taateile
part of the grounds. Its site was
pointed out to the writer some yeari
ago, and it is now probably covet-e4
by the cement walk extending out te
Third street from the judiciary build-
tag. Weber was struck and plenty re
It-fresh, salt, sulphur, magnesian, etc.
but none of it came to the top.
Prof. Theodore G. Wormley, the
professor of chemistry In Starling
medical college, embraced the oppor-
tunity to secure the temperature ol
this deep boring. With a thermome.
ter placed In a specially prepared iron
case and left in the bottom of the bor-
ing 24 hours, he found the tempera
ture at the bottom to be 88 degrees
Fahrenheit. Making deductions tot
the distance below the surface as
which the heat of the nun ceases is
be felt, he computes that the tempera-
ture Increased one degree for every
71 feet of descent. At that time the
ropean scientists who were carefully
studying this branch of physical ge
ograehy had estimated that the tene
perature increased in such oondittom
one degree for every 66 feet.
There is no record of the cost ol
the bering, but it muat have beer
considerable as the facilities and ap
paratus were primitive tompared with
those now in use. Though failing oi
its principal purpose, the state seems
to have turned it to account through




An Industry That (Mom Employ-
ment to Many Hundreds
of People.
Some Idea of the magnitude of the
pecan nut meat industry may be had
when it is stated that in San Antonio
(Tex.) alone there are 1,700 members
of the Pecan Shellers' union, a labor
organization composed of men engaged
as a regular business in the shelling
of pecan nuts and extracting the de-
licious kopels.
Not all of the pecan shelters in San
Antonio belong to the union. There
are several hundred other men, wom-
en and children in that city who gain
a livelihood from the work. There
are branches of the Pecan Shelters
union In Austin and several othes
towns of the state
The pecan nut shelling season lasts
from-October 1 to July 1. The new
crop of nuts begin to come into mar
ket about October 1, and from then
until January 1 the business of ex-
tracting Use kernels is very active
The kernels are shipped in large bulk
to New York. Si Louis and other cit-
ies, where they are used by the con-
fectioners in the manufacture of can-
dies.
Pecan shelling is a comparatively
new industry. It had its origin, so
far as its becoming a recognized
business is concerned, a few years age
when a candy manufacturer of Nte
York visited Texas.
tie ate some of the candy made and
sold by Mexican street vendors is
San Antonio. Pecan kernels form an
Important ingredient of this candy
4As an experiment seie arranges] for a
small shipment of the pecan meats to
Lie made to him.
The kernels were received in doe
time, and the highest art of the curate
maker was employed in their use. The
peetlis candy became popular almost
inststetly, and other orders for the
pecan kernels were placed.
The) was the beginning of an in-
dustry which now gives employment tc
several thousand people. There is a
big demand for the pecan rnels in
every large city in the countty.
Indians Going to School.
The Indians of western Nevada are
taking more kindly to the government
.sehool than ever before. At present
there are 260 students and no more
•an I* received until new buildings
under way are completed. It was only
few weeks ago that the government
ordered the installation of a school at
old Fort McDermitt, in Humboldt
county, to relieve the congestion in
the Carson school.
She Had Recovered.
Mrs. Ferguson (to caller)-I never
lid like her, and when the impudent
thing spoke to me the way she did 1
eas speechless with indignation. I
•ouldn't say a word.
gr. 1 ereuson 'Jutting I o)--That
reset have haepetted befo e we
LHe: -
"\Vho is to bring it out?"
"I don't know yet. The highest
bonus I have been oeered so far it
enly $70,u to, and unIces the publishers
show an inceuation to be more liberal
may burn it. I can't afford to
loeapen my work in the estimation of
:ha puleic."-Chicago Itteurd-Herald
Disgusting Leeeid.ity.
"Well, wet!. teed the disgusted
politician, throwese then his paper.
"They've goee an, nu-mated Bulieecn
for ',ingress!"
"Mr. isufue Bulibeee rushee his wife.
"Yea."
' Why, he's a good man, isn't be? I've
always heard people sneak well of him." e
"That's just it. We could have won
h.:re this fall with anybody."-Chleago
Record-lrered.
Good ran Cone.
Cholly-I say, eid chap-is It true
that youah wife has- iir--els,ped with
your valet'?
Ferdy-Ya-as. Disgustlne isn't it?
Cbolly-Cheer op, me boy-don't
take it to heart, y' khow.
Ferdy-But, confound it, where am
: to find another such valet?-Cleve-
lend Leader.
No Chance.
Friend-Going to convict that bur
glar?
Prosecutor-It can't be done.
Friend-Why, the evidence Seems
plain enough.
Prooetautor-Yea but the house be
robbed was occupied by the president
of a life insurance company.--Chicagc
Sun
The Only Hope.
Mrs. Whoopler-You. tell me, Herr
Vogieechnitzel, thet my daughter can
never become a singer: Is there no hope
for her?
Ilerr Vagelsehnitzel-Vell, matam,
you mighdt put her on's diet of canary.
seed, alretty, undt see vat dot sill do mit
her.--Puck.
Aleveys the Contrary.
Sharp -Whet do you think of Gaylord
from a moral point of view?
Blunt-Well, I don't know much
about him, but his wife says he is posi-
tively wicked.
Sharp-Huh! 23 that case he must be
an angel.-Chicago Daily News.
Principles of Medicine.
Esculaptus was founding the science
of medicine.
"Boys," be observed, "are only sick
on school dare while the relatives of
cooks are always ill on holidays."
With this simple axiom he entered on
his practice.-N. Y. Sun.
That's Different
"So," said the tourist, "you don't like
It in the wheat belt?"
"Nossir." replied the tramp. "Work Is




-Why did you fly down so close to that
man reading on the bench?" asked the
mother robin of her offspring
"Somebody told me It was a book-
worm," replied the hungry young bird.
-Yonkers Statesman.
Combination Changed.
Patience-I thought you said Will had
the key to your heart?
Patrice-13o he had; but since I met all
those men at the beach, this summer, I
think s lost the oombination.-Yonk-
ers Statesman.
Clever Scheme.
Mrs. Teller-Mrs. DeSplurge told ma
that the new residence they're build-
Ing has five entrances
Mr. Teller-Well, when the wolf an
rives that'll keep him guessing NI
awhile -Puck.
THE BRIDE'S TASK.
Mr. Justwed-Now that we are Mar-
ried, dear, you have a serious task before
you.
Mrs. Justwed -What's that, George?
Mr. Justwed-You must prove to my
sisters that you are worthy of me-To-
peka State Journal.
Worse Still.
Some sigh for days that ate no more,But not for them do I lament:The ones I regret are those
Which come too often, It/ • the r•et—N. Y. Sun,
The Straight 11p.
Talkative Individual-Waiter! And
how is it, then, that you's e not allowed
to take tips? Eh?
Waiter-Customers objett, sir!
Accounted Poi.
Landlady-I think very highly of
these eggs.
Starboard-Ah, heirlooms In your
family?-N. Y. Sun,
Her Point of View.
Ilusband-Wheim It comes) to money
matters two braes are bettes than one, Office with Dr Slivers Rivers, 128,
Wire -Yes. te y meld wear mor North Fifth, tiotli fetelles 455.
Mts.---N. Y.
Residence met t ley, !beim stige
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Buiteneg








practice in all courts of Kea.
ttioky.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Re
FLOURNOY St REED
LAWYERS.




Room No. 5, PaducaNio
Columbia Bldg. Kentucks.'
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREO
LAWYEK.S
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear bad:
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky-•
Room rte Fraternity Building.
New 'Phone 1 14- Old 'Phone 4844





Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones 31.
Rooms 1, 2 and 3 Register Build*
ing, 523 I-2 Broadway.
ELT. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES:
Residence 396 Office ass
DR. R. f. HEARNE
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. •444-
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
120 NORTH FIFTH STREBT
^
Both Phones 355
Office hours Sto 10 a. 1 to 3
p. m. and 7 to 9 p. in.
Or, Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE ND
THROAT.





Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 306 Broadway.
C. MANNING SEARS, M. D.
Office 1707 ftle)s:s St.
Telephone 377.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist.) 4






Old Phone 493 Red; New Phone olt
PADIJCAH, • KENTUCKY.
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Water and Oil Colors,
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We Are Making Very Low Prices on House Bills.
_Quality Rather
Than Price.
When you are sick, when you ses
pour chances to get well for a few
cents? Certainly not. A lintle dif-
ference in the quality of drugs used
in , filling your prescriptions, some-
times makes a big difference in the
tesults expected by the doctors.
We are in the drug business by
-choice, and because we like it. Did
you ever notice that those who like
their work are usually the best work-
men? This applies to all lines of bus-
iness or profession. Our policy is to
.give the best posible quality at a reas-
onable price, and to give our patrons
Just a little more then they expect in
good set-vice and highest quality.








Vs'ANTED—Bilious people to take
joules' Liver Capsules 25c. R. W.
WALKER & CO., Fifth and Broad-
way.
FOR RENT—Eight-room resi-
, ̀ Once in West End. All modern
cenveniences. Apply to L. S. Du-
Bois.
FOR RENT—Three story brick
.building at 103 South Second, now
occupied by Paducah Distilleries
-company.
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY-'--
Able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of 21 and 35; citizens of United
'States, of good character an tempe-
rate habits, who can speak, read and
'write English. For information ap-
vly to Recruiting Officer, New Rich-
mond House, Paducah, Ky.
FOR SALE—Three to-foot counters
and show cases, and one 3 foot coon-
ater irnd show case, at J. D. Sowers
Jewelry store, 228 Broadway. Cheap.
FOR RENT—Seven room resi-
dence, No. 42t North Seventh street.
All modern conveniences. Apply to
Reuben Rowland, No. 2, Trueheart
building.
Masonic Excursion.
The two Miason.c lodges of May-
field, Ky are making an • effort to
run an excursion to Loul‘"irille in
abrut a week. The object of the ex-
cursion is to visit the Mt sonic Wid-
ows' and Oman,' Horne an the CAIVe
Hill cemetery. No one except mem-
bers of 'the order will be allowed' to
lake aelvantaei of this arc ursicm.
'Arent)on Knights •41.63s1umbual"
Paducah Council No. 1055 will
nett at the new Elk's Hall, Wednes-
day evening. August 8th. A full at-
tendance is desired, as matter; nf im
Fortance" WIR•Btr-niscussed.
Attest. -
J. T. DONOVAN. G. K.





15C OUNCE. 2 OUNCES FOR 25C
Invaluable for freeing the skin
'from sallowness and sunburn. It fills
out wrinkles and produces firm, round
-airfares. a Ell
'OURS IS CREAMERY, WHITE
AND PURE.
*R. W. W LHER & CO.,
Incorporated
offtb & Broadway. Both Maas zu
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SHOT AND KILLED.
+ + + + + + -'• + + + + + • + +
WS% Carrie i . • who has been
attending the house parity given by
Miss Harriet Anross of Cobb, Ky..
returned home yesterday morning.
H. P. Farris. of Mayfield passed
through the city yesterday en route to l
Uniontown.
Robert 'Harper of Edellyville is vis- I
itting friends in Paducah this week. I
Ed Dunn of Wickliffe is in the city.
,Dr. J. C. Reynolds of Maykeld was
in the city yesterday on business. 1
Mrs. Lucy Jackson of Mayfield ar-
rived 'here yesterday to spend a few
days With friends.
Mrs. G. WI Elyin and daughter,'
Katherine of Mayfield were the
g.-,,ests of Mr .Bud Dale at the New
Richmond! house Tuesday.
Clarence Landrum of Smithland
visited in Paducah yesterday.
1>r. 0. M. gerritt of Mayfield spent
Tuesday in #e city.
Charles Abbott is+ here from Nadh-
ville on a visit to relatives and friends
for a few days.
Mr. Robert Ely has gone to Benton
and ocher points in Marshall county
on a visit.
Girrady and Miss Carrie War-
ren are at Dixon Springs for a few
days' sojourn.
Mrs. R. Rowland, Mrs. Kate Stuart.
Mimi Luella Clark, Miss Dorothy
Rowland Miss Bertha Carter and
Mis-s Elizabeth Weemer returned yes-
teetlat # the steamer Joe Fowler
froniA Crip to Evansville.
Mir..T. J. Sullivan of Bardwell was
in the city yesterday.
Mrs. D. H. .Hughee left Tuesday
morning for Morganfiekl to visit her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wm, Waller
for algfa• days. She will also visit
friends', in Henderson 'before return-
ing home
Miss Ida Levy arrived yesterday to
spend a few days. with her sister, Mrs.
J. F. I.uft at 802 Broady.
!Ars Bernard Siege/ is here from
New Orleans visiting relatives and
ftliends for a few days.
Mrst John G. Rinkliff returned last
evening from a trip tt, Dawson
sprigs.
A letter from Lexington, Ky., yes-
terday owyrr--
"Miss Blanche L. Moore who
taught school in Paducah. Ky., last
year; Miss Mattie Price of State Col-
lege and Miss Bettie Spencer left to-
day for New York City to taloe up
special branches of study.'
Miss Louis Kolb, wife and daughter
returned last evening from, a two
weeks' stay at Dawson Springs
J. T. Hoover, of Dawson is in the
city.
H. H. Bowen, the popular little
drummer of Evansville is here on
business for a few days.
H. Perry of Dawson, spent Tues-
day in Paducah.
+ + + • • • • • + + + + + •
• •
'le LOCAL NEWS IN 1.11,11P
•
+ + + + + + + + + + +
The Academy of Meckcine met last
night at Carnegie library and had an
interesting lecture on "Infant Feed-
ing" by Dr. Blythe Dr's. Boyd and
Stewart will lecture at the next meet-
ing on "Abdominal Surgery.'
EXCITEMENT RUNS HIGH.
Negro Accused of Assault on ilia!
at Greenville.
Last Saturday afternoon a tragedy
occurred near Ogden's Landing, in
Ballard county, about twenty-five
miles from Paducah in which was
caused the death of a young man. A
barbecue was in progress at that
plane, and a large crowd of people
were present from around that coon-
ITY•
In he afternoon the Miller boys
got into a quarrel with a man whose
name we could not learn, and one
of the Miller boys was cut and was
disable to move for some time. /kite:-
this man had done the cutting he
went to a resturant and while he was
standing at the lunch counter he wa;
told by one of his friends that one of
the Miller boys was looking for him
and was going to kill him so he made
his departure for the woods where he
would be safe.
When the Miller Boys arrived at
the cotmter they saw a man standing
their by the name of Price who they
thought was the one that did the
cutting so they pull out their guns
and\i ried and killed the man. Alto.
le they began kicking and beat-
ing him unmercifully. The corner
of the county held an inquest over
the body of Price but found no vet's
eict against the Millers.
Greenvire, Ky., Aug. 7.—There
was a large crowd and considerable
excitement here yesterday, the occa-
sion being a special term of the cir-
runt court, called to indict and try
Harrison Alexander, a negro. charged
with assault on Mrs. Whitehouse, at
Central City, about six weeks agia.
The grand jury promptly retitrned an
indictment, and the trial of Alexander
+; now in progress. Immediately af-
ter the assault excitement was high,
and a mob visited the jail with the
intention of hangting tl* prisoner,
Hbut officers had carried Alexander to
Elkton, and he has been confined in
the Todd county jail -since. The *Hon.
W. P. Sandidge the regular judge,
son the bench, and the Hon. R. Y.




at once 408 Washingtoditreet,
7\ !WO ARE ELIGIBLE
FOR BOILER INSPECTOR
Paducah or Mississippi Man Will Be
Stationed at Louisville.
Louisville, Aug. 7.—Information
reached Supervising Inspector Capt.
L. Dorsey yesterday from the
Civil Service Commission that Joseph
M. St. John, of Paducah, and Charles
T. Greenwood, of Greenwood, Miss..
formerly of Padtscali were eligible
for the positions as boiler inventor
in sishville and Louisville.
Both names have been certified by
the commission and by the depart-
ment of commerce and I abor, and'
Capt Dorsey does not Zoubt that the
local department will ratify the nasnes
as eligible for the Sixth district. Re. 
forethat formal ratification he is
unable to tell whether St. John, or
Greenwood will be located here.
WARNS BOYS AGArNST GRAFT. I
•
Address at Y. M. C. A. Conference by
Governor Mickey of Nebraska. Player Who MOT—es Four in a Game
of Pitch Drops Dead.
Lake Geneva Wis , Aug. 7 —ICA 11 Charleston, S. C, Aug 7 --William
Micloey, governor of Nebraska, ad- Palmer died suddenly in a gambling
dressed the boys? department of the
International Young M'en7s , Christian 
lcsohitesp,einjuastg:ie be had won a stack of
me of "gerhatit A party
BIG MELON KILLS A GIANT.
te the Largest itt the
Market and Dies.
•New York, Aug. 7.—Lone,Dong. a
Chine-se, who stood 6 feet 8 inches
without sandals and was an object
of pride in Chinatown, died from a
malady inditieed by the eating of too
much watermelon.
While neither Lom Dong nor his
friends expected 'his death for many
a year, Chinese of the old, school had
predcted it when they learned sev-
eral weeks, ago he had become a re-
former, had donned ,garments of
American cut and had clipped off his
queue, which fell to his
'Wreen Lom joined; the reform
movement he renounced Clhiaese
cooking and becaerne a vegetarian,
with a particular longing for water-
melons. So strong was this, yearning
that he would consume one or two
at a single sitting.
One night he sauntered forth to buy
the biggest melon he could find. In
a grocery he found it on ice and bore
it home. Every bit of the ineloir,
. close to the rind, disappeared. Then
Lom lay down to sleep.
Lom was awakened soon after mid-
night by cramps and ran to the Chi-
nese 'hospital, where a doctor labored
with him, but to no effect, and in a
few hours Lom fulfilled the prophe-
cies of his old-school compatricers. He
was 51 years old. •
LYNCH THREE; DEFY TROOP
Soldiers Fire Into Mob at 4glisbury,
N. C., Killing White Mn.
Charlotte, S. C.. Aug. 7.—A mob
stormed the Salisbury jai' tonight
and fattally wounded one man. Three
negroes Neace and John Gillespie
and Jack Dillingham, were strung to
a tree a short distance from town
and their bodies riddled with bullets.
Expect Kentucky Lynching.
Madisonville. Ky. Aug. F.—There
is great excitement here tonight over
the arrest of Joe Cushionberry, a
negro charged with assaulting Miss
Myrtle Fugate at the Free Frendy
Ford neighborhood a few days ago
I
The officers believe they have the
right negro under arrest and lass
iFugate wi'l come here to itfentify
him. If the young woman
Isays Cushionberry is the guiltynegro a lynnhing will probably occur
• •  •  WM •
WINNING HAND IS FATAL.
Association Sunday mormng on
"Character Building." He denounced
the liquor power, free transportation,
corporation rule. a-afting and kin-
dred subjects. 'Three are 205 boys
attending the conference, nineteen
different states and provinces being
represented. Frank H. Burl of Chi-
cago is chairman, Charles R. Hurry
of Chicago and V WI Helm of Tokio,
Japan, are c-oteference leaders.
•  • •
"JIM CROW" AT WASHINGTON.
Vardaman, If Elected to Smote, Will
Foist Bill to Separate Negroes.
Brookhaven, Miss Aug. 7.--Gov-
ernor Vardeman. 'peaking the other
day, -said there wee need of a "Jim
Crow" law in Washington city reserv-
ing certain watts for negroes. He de-
clared that if chosen to represent Mis-
siesippi in the senate he would offer
slash a bill at least once a year, He
said that he would rather be instru-
mental in securing the repeal of the
fifteenth ,arnendirnent than to wield the-
scepter of King Etward.
of five was in the game and a snag
sum represented in chips was piled
on the table. The ham% were dealt
and played and as the cards were
counted Pannier remerrked:
low, jack and the game.' end he
reached for the pile of' chips. As he
was drawing the chips toward Mrrt he
fell upon the table and when raised
in his chair he was found to be dead.
HELD FOR MEXTCAN SWINDLE
Threw Americana Sent to Prison for
Defrauding Countrymen.
City of hflexico, Mexico, Aug. 7.----
Three Ainericana, Fred Jones, Jerome
n arrested end sent Ito Belem pris-
Turner and Ye. J. Williams. have
bee 
'
on charged with practicing swindling
orr American tourists,  whom it is
alleged they lured to a bell tower of
a cathedral, itchiced their victim"- to
gamble and when 'the latter protested
against the swindle a bogus detective
came up the 'scene and frightened the
losers into silence.
I 1.1 • G
Special 'Ten Day's Sale 
EYE-SEE JEWELRY AND OPTICAL CO.,
We are offering a ao year Gold Filled Case, Elgin Movement, for $1.45.
A Seth Thomas Sia.00 Mantel Clock for Sv.I3
loser's 11147 Knives and Forks, a set, 
&swine Rogers' Teaspoons, a set,  
Illentaine Rogers' Tablespoons. a set
Our entire line of Cut Glass at
Our Hand Painted China, fine
eff regular prior—you must see this
are offering
A special reduction on every article in our More for to days enelp....
nrietly for seek—
Our repairs must give you satis faction
Wes tested free.
$1.S.
30 per cent off of regular price.
as any line in the city, at 50 per c03.4
line to estimate fully the bargians
Eye-See Jewelry Co.
316 "ROADWAY. GUTHRIE'S OW STAND.
J. A. RONIREZILA, JEWELER AIII) OPTICIAN.
21 Your$ Rovesiesca,,
5,
Subscribe For The Register
 4 /
Abram L. Well eic,Cal
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boller-
Campbell Block.








011111010E PHOWS Ova alle&DZNCIlt PHONIC
We have on hand
For Sak:
3 H. Pcores Motor.
1 Mores Power Motor.
Hone Peeper Motor.
I It Horse Pewee Motor.
I to Herm Poem Motor.
I 200 1.462 Dynamo.
FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Wotics.
l!-r*3 Meth Fourth Stoma
3. P. POOL, L 0. STIPHENSii
ADUCAR UNDERTAKING CO'
FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS
Both Phones No. 110.
a•
203. 206 S. Tn.'
BUY
TRADEWATER COAL
Now reduced prices fo the best Coal you can buy.
LUMP 12 CENTS NUT 11 CENTS
Let us call and book your•order for next winter.
est Kentucky Coal Co.
lassepoisist
Office Seconfl and Ohio. Both Telephones 254
fi
a
•
